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Good Duke With Plenty of
Money Will Wed American Heiress

Business Man and
Farmer Urged to Attend

Every

"UN.VRITTENLAW"WILL
BE

TWO WOMEN KILLED BY

Anna Gould Castellane, Freed From
Her Count, May Wed Again Soon

WOMAN'S
DEFENSE

NEW YORK

Mrs. Peralta. Who Shot 14
Year Old Boy Held

Bodies Mutilated With Sharp
Knife, Apparently After
Victims Were

'

Session.

v

MAKES

Ball.

SAYS SHE PROTECTED

NEITHER

STARTLING ADDRESS

DAUGHTER'S HONOR

For First Time Albuquerque Business Men Rouse to Realization
of Vast Agricultural Possi-

Peculiar Status In Shotting Affray
at San Antonito. Socorro Coun

Section.
At the close
of an enthusiastic
meeting of the Commercial club last
night a call was issued for another
meeting to be held Thursday night of
this week for the purpose of hearing
more about tiie national Irrigation
congress and considering
further
means of securing it for this city a
year from next fall.
rt. E.
Col.
Twitchell, who so eloquently addressed the meeting last night, will make
a special trip from Las Vegas to talk
on the subject Thursday, and It is
urged most strongly upon the business men and all those Interested,
Including farmers, that they attend
this meeting.
It Is expected that
dettnlte plans will be formulated In
the matter of securing the congress
for Albuquerque, which means that it
will be for the benefit of the whole
territory. The meeting will be of a
public order for all interested in the
development of this section of the
country, farmers and business men
alike.
Delegates will be appointed at this
meeting to attend the national irrigation congress in Sacramento, Cal., In
September.
Enthusiastic Meeting.
At the Commercial club last night
before a number of representative
Albuquerque business men. Col. II. E
depart
Twitohell. of the Industrial
ment ot the Santa Fe railroad, and a
Irrigation
member of the National
congress executive committee, deliver
ed an eloquent address on the ad
vantages of holding the Irrigation
congress In this city, and the wonderful resources of this section of the
country which as yet remain undc
'
veloped.
spoken
lieore Col. Twitchell had entihusifive minutes his wholesome
asm had taken possession of every
person present and what, perhaps
was considered the vaguest sort of a
dream when the meeting was called,
began to assume the proportions of
a bona fide possibility. Certainly no
speaker who has addressed himself
to the enterprise of this city in tne
last twelve months has so appealed to
the resolution of his hearers as did
Col. Twitchell
last evening in his
stirring and enlightening speech.
The meeting was called to consider
the matter of securing the annual
meeting of the Irrigation congress for
this city In the fall of 1U8. col.
Twitchell showed that the chances of
New Mexico for securing this big and
are by no
important convention
means small. As a member of the
irrigation congress for eight years he
is qualitled to know the temper of
the congress and its sentiment in regard to the southwest. Ha assured
the meeting that of a certainty, at
least 160 votes of a possible 1.200
would be cast in favor of this city
.on the til's t ballot and with this number as a starter, he felt that the congress could be convinced of the need
and advisability of holding a meeting
in Albuquerque.
Requirements for Success.
At the beginning of his address.
Col. Twitchell pointed out the difficulties and requirements of holding
a big irrigation congrees in th oily.
He said there would be other western cities after the congress; Denver,
Kansas City, Oklahoma City and others would make their bids for the
event which would mean so much for
the prosperity of any city. Albuquerque can not hope to vie with
these cities In Influence, but wealth
and size are not necessarllly the features to attract an irrigation congress
to a city. There is a fine feeling
among the delegates of the congress
for the southwest, and they realize
that such a convention would be of
more benefit to this section than to
any other part of the country. This
section is the least developed; Its resources most untried, and the matter
of irrigation the most important for
its permanent Improvement.
Col. Twitchell stated that the total expense of holding the congress
In this city would be in the neighborA fund
hood of Sltt.OUO to $20,000.
of J 3.000 would be needed by the
executive committee to be devoted exclusively to its needs in advertising,
etc. The chairman of this committee
would be an AUbuquerque man, and
all expenditures,
he would direct
should Albuquerque secure the next
meeting. It would be necessary for
this committee to devote all its time
for several months to the work of
making arrangements and attending
to the business of the convention.
The members of the committee would
be expected to exert all their energies toward making the congress
success. All funds provided would be
spent by this cn, imlttee and so would
be handled by local men.
About 1.100 Will Attend.
At a congress held in Albuquerque
there would probably be about 1,100
s
present, who would have to
Two or three thoube entertained.
sand other visitors would be attractevent, and thus
by
national
ed
the
the city would be taxed to provide
living tuc mimodation for the guests.
Col. Twili hell said that Albuquerque
alone would not be called upon to
stand the expense of the congress.
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Ello Monro, American he i row, whose engagement
Mario Torloria is result

of

real love affair.
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DUKE WITH MONEY WILL TAFT IS ENDORSED

WED AMERICAN

BY

REPUBLICANS
OF

Captures Not Only Beautiful The State Central1 Committee
Girl But Her Father's
Adopts Resolutions Favor
Regards.

Ing His Candidacy.

HE IS NOT MARRYING
FORAKER
TO SECURE COIN
New York, July 30. Due Mario
Torlonla, member of the Italian nobility, has not only captured the hand
of a beautiful American heiress, but
has won the enthusiastic regard of
her father. The latter is Chas. A.
Moore, millionaire machinery dealer
and president of the American Protective Tnrtff league.
Mrs. Moore, her daughter and the
duke came over from Europe a few
days ago, and Mr. Moore was at the
pier to meet them. Talking there
with the newspaper men, he admitted
a change of heart in the matter of
foreign dukes.
"A year ago I was radically opposed to them," he Baid. "When I
heard that my daughter proposed to
marry one of 'them, 1 rushed over to
put a stop to the matter.
Rut the
duke converted me. I found it was a
true love match, and that the young
man was not looking for money. He
is well able to support my girl in
the style In which she has lived,
comes of a first rate family and has
no bad habits and no debts.
My
daughter will not get a dot and he
has not asked for one. Kven if he
had asked for money I would not
have given him a penny."
The wedding Is to take place next
October. The couple first met at
Venice two years ago. The lucky
duke is a member of one of the old
families of Italy. He breeds fine
horses and has plenty of money. He
bears the titles of duke of Poll, duke
of Uuadaguola and prince of
His family is descended
fiom the original family of Torlonla
mill the members are related to the
righest Roman aristocracy. Among
their kinsmen are the princes of
rhigl. Orsini, Dorla Paufill, Barbar-inColonna and Stigllana and the
nukes of Kpergia and Cessarlna.

BEGUN

FIGHT TOO LATE

Columbus, Ohio, July 30. A resolution endorsing Secretary Taft for
the presidency was adopted today by
the republican state central committee.
Before the republican state central
committee met today friends of Secretary Taft claimed an addition of
three votes In the committee on the
question of endorsing the secretary
of war for the presidency, because of
a letter Senator Foraker sent to B.
C McCoy, which letter was published
lust night. Politicians generally said
today that Foraker's letter places
him squarely in the fight for the
presidential nomination.
Taft supporters assert that they
will have at least thirteen' votes in
the committee for the endorsement
of Taft and possibly sixteen or seventeen.
Foraker leaders Insist that they
can prevent the endorsement of Taft
but gave no figures.
The meeting began at 2:30 o'clock.
It was generally conceded that the
suggestion made by Foraker in his
litter that a primary to settle Ohio's
entice for the presidency and an acceptance of the challenge by the Taft
manager, meant a state primary
probably early in the fall.
The matter will not be decided by
tho commutes today, it is stated, although some of the Taft men urge
i hat the queHion bo taken up.
GOVERNMENT

HAS

Clvit-ella-Ces-

SUED POWDER TRUST

Washington, D. C, July 80. The
government today filed In the United
States circuit court at Wilmington
Del., a petition against the E.
I.
DuMnt de Demours Powder company
twenty-fouNew
r
Jersey,
of
SCALDED TO DEATH
and
other
corporations and seventeen individcor- uals connected with twenty-si- x
Mirations, which are made defendants
A
n the petition.
The petition relates
that all the defendants are engaged
in the interstate trade in gunpowder
are In
Washington, D. C July 30. A dis- and other high explosives, and
violation
of the Sherman anti-trupatch received at the navy depart- act
ment today from Commander lioush
It seeks to prevent and restrain
of the gunboat Wilmington at Shan- unlawful
conexisting agreements,
ghai, says that a boiler tube on the tracts,
combinations anil conspiracies
vessel burnt yesterday while the ves- In
restraint of trado, to prevent atsel was ut Tanking. Three men were
to monopolize trade, and to
scalded, one of whom, Fireman Phil- tempts
monopolies
dissolve the existing
lip Hind, subsequently died.
The therein.
other two nre not seriously burned.
Unofficial reports of several deaths
fiom small pox on the Wilmington LETTER
TO
have reached the navy department.
a.
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FAMOUS LAWYER
DIES

CAUSES HIS ARREST

IN NEW YORK

San Diego, Calif., July 30. Arthur
Stell was arrested in this city last
night at the request of Texas authNew
York, July 30. Cortlandt orities on a charge of selling mortParker, nestor of the N'ew Jersey gaged property at Stephensville, Tex.
bar. died at his home In Newark last Stell has been here about five months.

night, aged 8.
During a long career at the bar,
Parker declined several important
appointments In the government service.
He was sent to Louisiana In
1876 to witness the count of electoral
Votes.

Correspondence between him and
a woman In Stephensville, believed to
be his wife, led to his arrest. In this
city lie passed under the name of A.
J. Morris.
With him was a woman
he Is said to have married at Fort
Worth.

July SO.
San Antonio, N. M
law'
(Special). "The
unwritten
may be the plea of a woman defend
ant at the next term of court in Socorro county. " Mrs. Louis Peralta,
wife of a well known native residing
at the town of San Antonito, a farming community below the new town
of San Antonio, will be the defend
ant and should the boy she shot Sunday night die. that plea will undoubtedly be made in her behalf.
About 10 o'clock Sundny night Mrs.
Peralta shot Jesus Padillo, second
son of Tlburso Padillo, and the boy
is now lying at his father's home at
the point of death.
Mrs. Peralta resides with her husone of
band and two daughters,
whom is married but not now living
with her husband. She claims that
some of the boys of the neighborhood
have been coming around her house
at nights, knocking on the windows
of the room occupied by her daughters, and she issued a warning a few
days ago that any repetitions of such
actions would result in a shooting.
Sunday night about 10 o'clock, she
heard someone knocking at the window and she called three times, she
says, to see who was there, but received no answer.
Find at cintna Range.
Khe went ' Into' liother room, and
got a shot gun, firing at the intruder,
the whole load of shot striking Jesus
Padillo in the body, he being only
about 15 feet away when the gun
was discharged.
After probing four Inches into the
boy's body, Dr. Delfenbach, who was
hastily summoned, could find only
two of the shot, the others having
gone deeper.
It appears that the boy, who Is
only 14 years of age, was In company with his cousins, Antonio and
Kstanllo Gonsales. and that he was
only Just Inside Mrs. Peralta's yard.
She says she had been annoyed by
another cousin of the injured boy
named Isalu Gonzales, whom she
claims had visited her house on several occasions, at one time even
breaking down a door, and she says
she mistook young Padillo for that
man. She had no Intention of hurting Padillo.
Held Without Hail.
Both Mrs. Peralta and her husband had a preliminary hearing before Terrezo Dopes, Justice of the
peace, yesterday morning and were
committed to Jill without ball to
await the result of the victim's injuries. Late today reports indicate
that he may recover, though his condition is very Berlous.
The Padillo family lives near the
Peraltas and the two families have
been the best of friends.
Mrs. Peralta feels must wrought up
over the affair but says she has been
so greatly annoyed by the frequent
knocking on her daughter's room
windows that she felt it her duty to
protect them from further annoyance
and possible harm. She had no intention of hurting the young boy, but
ns he was in her yard with the other
two, she believes a Jury will promptly
acquit her of any crime, because she
was only protecting the honor of her
family.
Her daughters have borne good
reputations and the only trouble that
has come to them outside of this affair was the parting of the eldest and
her husband, many of the people of
San Antonio si. ling with the girl.
--

HUNCHAKISTS DENY
ALL ASSASSINATIONS
New York. July 80. In a statement issued today through its executive committee In America, the Armenian revolutionary
Hunchaklst
party disclaims uny connection with
the assassination of H. S. Tavshan-Jlaa wealthy rug dealer last week.
The statement declares that the
men concerned In the assassination
were expelled from the Hunchaklst
party "for treachery ami the heinous crime of blackmail," and that
since the explosion, they have done
much to "degrade the honored name
of the great party."
n,

ROOT'S DAUGHTER TO

Police Believe Slayer Is Insane
With Desire to Kill and Slash
Females-H- e
Left Only
One Small
Clue.
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American Millionairess Whom Society HoIIcvch
Venture.
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SIX MEN AND BIG ROPE ANNA GOULD WILL WED
RESCUE PRETTY

ANOTHER

FRENCH

fil
She Climbed 150 Feet Down Well Authenticated Rumors
Mountain and Couldn't
That She Has Become
Get 'Back.
Engaged. WASN'T SCARED A MITE
HER FAMILY MAKES
BY PERILOUS TRIP
EMPHATIC DENIAL
Iiland, N. M., July 30. While it
a fact that a skidding team
from a lumber camp was necessary
to pull a pretty young lady, wull
known In Albuquerque,
from her
perilous porch on a ledge 150 feet below the rim of a rocky cleft and several hundred feet above the valley in
the Jcmei mountains near here, recently, It Is a fact that six of the
strongest and most heroic men in thlumber district wltih the assistance of
a block and tackle were necessary to
hoist her to safety. She declares thai
she never had "so many men on the
string before in her Ufa."
Ths young lady in question with a
party of friends has been camping
In the Jemez region. She is of venturesome, though not reckless disposition and the terrors of the mouuUuu
side couldn't scare her a bit.
The country is very rugged. Forbidding cliffs rise to sheer heights
and precipices hundreds of feet deep
yawn at one's feetf The cave-llk- u
clefts In the grotesquely shaped rock
are full of awe and mystery, and
even such a thing as a bear might be
seen, while mountain Hons are frequently met with, and eagles and other large birds of prey nest in the
fastnesses.
Was Not Afraid.
Net these did she fear, but she
did want to find a cave that is said
to be full of snow and Ice the year
round, so she wandered away into
the mountains, all alone. She paid
no heed to the fact that the shadows
were lengthening toward the east, or
that night was coming swiftly, until
she reached a height several hundred
feet above the valley camp.
An inviting cleft between two rocks
looked like a short cut to the valley and she clambered down swiftly.
In a few moments, she stopped to
rest and look about her. To her surprise she was ISO or more feet below the rocky rim and at least 3u0
feet above the valley and she couldn't
go either way.
Did she cry out with fear? Not
much; she sat calmly down on a
boulder and considered the situation.
How long she might havi sat there,
is a problem, but for the fact tha,l
some of the men In a nearby lutnbor
camp had noted the fairy skipping
lightly from one rock to another for
some time, only to suddenly lose
sight of her at the mouth of the cleft
and they knew what had happened.
JlCM'UtXl.
They saw her calmly seated on the
rock uud for a time feared to frighten her, but when she became aware
of their presence above her, she asked for advice as to how to get out
of her predicament.
They secured a block and tackle,
rigged it out over the aide of the
cluft, and by letting down about 100
yards of stout rope, which she coolly
fastened about herself In such a manner as to permit them to raise her,
the six men soon had her on the upper run of the cliff and in a few
minutes she reached her friends at
the camp, unhurt and not scared u
mite.
The rescuers assert that she is one
of the bravest girls in the country and
insist that the fact that it required
six of them to pull her up to Bafety
is not a sign that she is a heavyweight.
She only weighs 103 pounds.

New York, July 30. Relatives of
Anna Gould here deny that she Is to
be married in a short time, but refuse to say that she does not intend to wed a French nobleman some
time this fall or early wlivter.
Close on the heels of Anna Gould's
final divorce from Count Bonl de Castellane comes the apparently authenticated rumor that the wealthy American woman is shortly to marry
another French nobleman, Prince
Hello Desagan. It is believed the engagement will be announced immediately after the expiration of the 60
days allowed to Count Bonl for an
appeal to the divorce decree.
The prospective successor to Bonl
Is a brother of the Duke of Vullncay,
whom Helen Morton divorced. Prince
Desagan is seen almost dully in the
company of the pretty American
countess and their infatuation
for
eauih other has already become common gossip on the Parisian boulevards. On several occasions the
prince has paid extended visits to the
countess at her chateau near
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NES6ITT THAW

WILL NOT GO ON
THE STAGE

!c.

New York, July 30. The bodies
of two women with the marks of
strangulation on their throats have
been found here within the last IS
hours and the police believe that one
man killed both. Neither has been
lot n titled.
line Is about 27 years old and her
body was found In an areaway on
Ka.it Nlntieth street. The other was
founii lit a Twenty-secon- d
street
boarding house. .She came to the
house with a man who gave the name
of Davis.
A necktie had been tied so tightly
around her throat that the blood vessels In the throat were broken. She
was about 24 years old.
No trace of the man, who had the
appearance of a foreigner, has been
found.
An examination of the bodies of
the strangler's victims discloses the
fact that both are mutilated.
This
fact leads the police to believe that
by
both murders were committed
some person or persons possessed of
an insane desire to-'mutilate his vie- tims.
Are Working Girls.
The two women are of about the
same build physically, but the police
are unable to Identify either of them.
They are apparently of the working;
girl class as each wore plain but neat
clothing and the evidences of car
and order in the arrangement, despite
ths tumMyd appearance nf th clothing, leads to the belief that they are
employed In the down town department stores. A search of all those
stores for missing girls is being made
and it Is probable that the police will
succeed In finding friends of the dead
women before night.
In each case the fiend who committed the murder had evidently
strangled his victim first aa there
was little evidence of a struggle except in the rough marks around the
throat of each woman. He then mutilated their bodies with a sharp knife
or razor and covered them with their
clothing, placing them In a position
as nearly natural as possible in order to give the Impression that they
were asleep and not dead.
Murderer May he Insane.
There is not the slightest clue to
the fiend who committed the murders, other than tht It, is the man
called Davis. He did not even leave
a finger print or blood mark on the
victim's clothing and not a person in
the vicinity of where either body was
found recollects ever having seen
either of the women or the man before the murder. The best detectives
of the city are aiding the police in a
search for the murderer but with little hope of success.
It Is possible that the muroerer is
crazy and it Is on this theory that the
detectives are proceeding, ihey have
Issued a general warning to all ladles
to be accompanied by escorts when
on the street after nightfall until the
murderer is apprehended.

JACOB III IS WFIS
HIS hFCHRTAUY TODAY
Mass.,
July 30. Jacob
Tloston.
Itlls. author and settlement worker
was married yesterday at Ipswich,
Mass., to Miss Mary A. Phillips, hi
secretary.
NEW

NAVY

STATION

ONJACIFIC COAST

Declares Report Untrue But
That She Is Studying

Washington. D. C, July 30. It Is
probable that another naval station
will be created upon
the Pacific
coast as a result of the forthcoming
visit there of Admiral Capps, chief
constructor, and Admiral Cow-le- s,
New York. July 30. According - navalchief
of the equipment bureau.
a report circulated today and later They will make
a thorough inspection
denied by her, Evelyn Nesblt Tlia' of the yards and
of the
Intends to return to the stage this coast, and report stations
upon the future
fall, despite the objections of her hus- needs of the navy in that quarter.
band and his lawyers. At the olllee
of Daniel U'Keilley, one of the Thaw
lino Itamllt I tolls
counsel, a member of the firm deI.'kiah, Cal., July 30. The stage
nied the report.
Springs was held up
According to the report Mrs. Thaw for Vltter
by a lone bandit and eighteen
Is not abls to endure the retirement passengers
were lined up alongside
from the footlights her mother-in-laconveyance and relieved of Jewand husband wished for. It Is said the
money and other valuables.
that she will have a prominent part elry,
in a liroadway production In the neur
future. Mrs. Thaw, it Is said, doei GOVERNOR CURRY
not believe her return to the stage
will have a detrimental effect on her
husband's next trial, which will probTO MEET ROOSEVELT
ably be held at the September term

Music.
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Kvelyn NUbet Thaw gave an authoritative statement to tlw Associated Press today in w.hlch she declared
WED LIEUT.
GRANT
that sbe has no present Intentions of
returning to the stage, but will devote her energies to the study of
Washington, D. C, July 30. Anmusic.
was
today
of the
nouncement
made
The following signed statement waj
engagement of Miss Kdlth Root, the
made by Harry K. Thaw at the Tombj
only daughter of Secretary of State
today to the Associated Press regard-- I
lug the report that his wlfa proposes
'lyases S.
Klihu Knot, to I.k-UMajor
returning to the stage:
son
(rant,
Frederof
General
,
,
A
r,
I ti
(I,.. .1.- Ira, it
n
lk
"Tills story, like muny others, Is
partnient of the east, and a grandson
absolutely false, and has been started.
1
of the late President (irant.
believe, for one or two reasons.
Metal Market.
The wedding will probably
take
either to give a false Imprtwiion of
place in the autumn.
New York, July 30. Lead quiet my wife's character and steadfastness
IJeut. Grant
has been one of the military aides S5. 15&5.25: copper weak $20.00 (ir with a ciwardly Intent to injure ui
to President Kooseveit.
HI. 60; silver
all. or simply to fill sace."
I

OF THEM
HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED

ty. Which May Result In
Victim's Death at
Any Hour.
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Washington. D. C July 30.
f

iM'legate W. H. Andrews ac- compunied Gov. George Curry
to the White House and to con- fer with General Kdwards, chief
of the bureau of insular affairs
of the war department today.
Governor t'urry left for New
York at 3 o'clock this afternoon
and will go to Oytter Kay to
meet President
Kooseveit to- morrow.
He will
return to
Washington Thursday night and
will start for New Mexico Frl- -
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CONCENTRATING NO TRACE FOUND

See Our FineLine of Rockers

PLANT

Prices ranging from
$1.50 to $25.00

Ml

Golden, weathered and plain

oak, Mahogany and wickers.
Prices and quality will suit you.
Cash or payments.

FURNITURE

FUTRELLE

CO.

II

IX) COST $1,000,000.

IN

ORLEANS

BY

SEPT. 1
Handle Traffic
Direct to Crescent

Santa Fe

Will

City.
New Orleans, La., July 30. Arrangements have been completed by
tb Santa Fe road for getting into
New Orleans by September, when It
will establish a new route between
the Crescent City and the Pacific
ocean. It has made a traffic agreement with the Gould lines, which will
enable it to accomplish its object in
this direction. Under the agrement
referred to Santa Fe traffic for New
Orleans will be routed from Oakdale
to Alexandria by the St. Louis, Wat-kiand Oulf road and from Alexandria to New Orleans bv the Texas
and Pacific. The Santa Fe will build
two lines, one of which will furnish
a direct line from Its Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Nebraska and
Missouri lines to connect them with
Its new entrance to New Orleans. The
other line will connect Its San Angela line with its main eyafem to San
Francisco.
Now Linos Planned.
The first of these lines will be
trail t from Center, Texas, to Tulsa, I.
T., the preliminary merging of the
line to Center and the line between
Longvlew and Waterman having removed the legal difficulties that stood
In the way.
The Santa Fe line to
New Orleans will practically parallel
which
the Kansas City Southern,
plans to enter New Orleans from
Leesville. The Santa Fe will give a
short line route from the grain producing territory of the southwest to
New Orleans, and make that place a
till more Important point for exporting grain than It is at present.
Not only will this be the case, but
the other extension of the Santa Fe,
which will furnish the connecting
link in the transcontinental route
through New Orleans will be from
S00 to 400 miles shorter than the
Southern Pacific's route. It will be
built from Coleman Junction or
Brownwood to Texico. As well as being the shortest, this will be one of
the fastest and easiest operated transcontinental routes for both freight
and passenger traffic.
Not lYriuuncnt ArniiiKement.
The traffic arrangement with the
Gould lines is not Intended to be permanent.
The Santa Fe is muklng
arrangements to build Its own line
New
Orleans from Oakdale. This
into
extension will probably be built along
the west bank of the river, but of
course Its construction will be a matand
ter requiring considerable time,
as the Santa Fe wanted to get Into
gladly
New Orleans immediately, It
availed itself of the opportunity
which presented Itself of mailing a
traffic arrangement with the Gould
lines. From the beginning of its operation the new route will offer' formidable competition to the Southern
Pacific, which breaks the monopoly
which until now that road has
as the only existing through
route from the gulf to the Pacific
coast. Perhaps, In view of the recent
report of the interstate commerce
commission, Us advent wll not excite the hostility which it might otherwise.
ns

SANTA

FE WILL DIVIDE

ITS I'A.MUXKK SUCTION'.
Wellington, Kan., July SO. The
Santa Fe has decided to divide the
main line of Us Panhandle division
between this city and Amarlllo, Tex.,
Into three divisions. The first will
to
Waynoka.
be from Wellington
Okla., 107 miles; the swond from
Waynoka to Canadian, 'lex., also lot
miles, and the third from Canadian
to Amarillo, 102 miles. The present
division point is Woodward. 143
miles west of Wellington. The change
is compelled by the Increasing trallic
over the division and the attitude of
the Interstate commerce cummisslo:
against obliging trainmen to wurt
has
The company
extra hours.
bought land at Waynoka and Canadian and will build roundhouses and
terminal yards al both places aa soon
as possible.

FREIGHT WltlX'K

WAS

EXPENSIVE A 1 'FA IK.
Wlnslow, July 30. A costly freight
wreck occurred yesterday afternoon
about & o'clock, four miles east of
Wlnslow. Train No. 33, consisting of
about 75 tars, was derailed at a new
spur switch. The engine, in charge
of Engineer Muore, was completely
turned over, and fifteen cars loaded
with high class freight were piled on
top of the derailed engine. The engineer and firemen were dragged
from the wreck. injured,
but not
seriously. The derailment
occurred
at a point where it is Impossible to
construct a tra-around the wrwl,
consequently all trains are indefinitely delayed. The wrecked cars were
loaded with buggies and mixed
freight, all consigned to coast points.
A

Contracts have been let by the
Western Pacific road for the conSan
struction of its terminals
In
Francisco, which are estimated to
cost $4,000,000.
Connected with the
letting of these contracts the West-ter- n
Pacific has developed plans to
extend north from San Francisco,
!arallellng the Southern Pacific lines
Into
the rich territory along the
Berkeley and Contra Costa shores.
The building of these extensions is
regarded by the people of San Francisco as being significant of the fierce
contest In progress between the Gould
aid Harrlman Interests, and of the
confidence felt by the Goulds of their
ability to carry on that contest to a
successful termination.
REDVCIXG MAIL CARS
O.N WESTEKX ROADS.
Chicago, III., July 30. The Santa
Fe, Union Pacific and other roads
have already felt the effect of the
decision by the pontoifice department
tnat tne cars on many or the, maii
routes are too large. On the Santa
Fe one car has been cut off entirely,
which will cost that road a loss of
J20.000 annually, and a similar cut
has come to light affecting the Har
rlman lines.
It Is understood that
about thirty reductions have been or
dered during the past thirty days.
which will necessitate a reduction in
compensation
of about $200,000 a
year.

www

S. V. Firestone, who has been employed as a stenographer In the
at Topeka for some time, will
this week take that position In the
general foreman's office here.

es

Perry Mathewson will go to fj
Junta as engine watchman this week.
He formerly

here.

worked In the

shops

I tie
ill Kuv
Irtu new engines
shop today. 968 to Wlnslow, and 268
to San Marcial.
i
T. M. Blsbee, division engineer of
the La. Junta division, is In the city
today.
Juan Sandoval will succeed J. Jel-acas section foreman at Gonzales.
lo

Hives,, eczema, Itch or salt rheum
sets you crazv. Can't bear the touch
of your clothing.
Doan's Ointment
cures the most obstinate cases. Why
suffer. All druggists sell It.
c

AT SAN

ANTONIO

San Antonio, N. M., July 30.
(SMflul CorresiKimlcnce) Mrs. Pierre Allaire returned this morning after an absence of six weeks spent at
her former home in New York stale.
K. M. Clark and Dick Dillon, assisted by other local talent, gave a
sat red concert at the Hlldalga club
annex Friday evening. The proceeds
of the entertainment will go towards
buying a library for the Hlldalga
club.
Dr. O. H. Bacon, wife and son, G.
H. Bacon, Jr., drove down from Carthage Friday evening and took in
sacred concert at
the Clark-Dillo- n
the Annex Hlldalga club.
William Peffer McClellan, nephew
of the late Gen. Geo. H. McClellan,
commander of the Army of the Potomac during the Civil wa and grandson of the
States senator
from Kansas, is breaking on the
Midland railroad between
here and Carthage.
Col. Thomas J. James, manager of
on
the Hlldalga club annex, will
August 7, be united in marriage to
Miss Maxmilana Pino, one of San
Antonio's handsomest native daughters. Colonel James has traveled a
great deal but will now make his
home in San Antonio.
Andrew W. Neilssen. formerly railroad agent at San Antonio, Magda-ien- a,
and other points on the Rio
Grande division, who for the last
years
has been in business In
four
Arizona and Colorado, will again locate permanently at San Antonio. He
Is expected here within a couple of
weeks with his family.
George J. Justice, who has been
railroad agent here for two years,
left for Las Cruces Friday with his
family. Mr. Kennedy, of Hlncon,
has taken Mr. Justice's place here.
Constipation.
For constipation there Is nothing
quite ao nice as Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. They always
produce a pleasant movement of the
bowels without any disagreeable ef
fct. Price, 25 cents. Samples free
For sale by all druggists.
New-Mexic-

Deafnss Cannot Be Cured
as they cannot
rrach the diseased portion ot the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness,
and that is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness is caused by an Inflamed conditio of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect heiirlnft, and when It Is entirely
closed. Deafness Is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal condition, hearing will b destroyed forever;
nine cases out ot ten are caused hy
Cutarrh. which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hails Catarrh
Cure. Bend for circulars free.
CO., Props.,
F. J. CHENEY
by local applications,

Toledo, Ohio.
Hold br all Dmggists. 75c.
Take Halls family Pills for

Otero Comity.
The Monte Carlo company Is to begin the immediate sinking of a deep
shaft at Its properties in the
section. Charles H. Sprlggs
Is the manager In charge.
The Copper Queen property In the
same camp Is satisfactorily prosecuted.
Sierra County.
The Ready Pay Reduction company
Is to Install large Knowies pumps nt
Its pumping station on Percha Creek
and on Its installation the milling
plant will be put In commission.
C. B. Hulllnger has been awarded a
contract for driving a 600-fotunnel
at the Silver Monument mine In the
Chloride section.
Rio Arrllia County.
Conditions In the Hromlde mining
district are given by the Mining Reporter published at Tres Piedras as
follows:
The Bromide district about seven
miles west of Tres Pledrns is attracting considerable attention from
mining Investors and experts, lately
within a week the district was Inspected by three mining experts, one
from Goldfleld, Nevada, one from
Colorado Springs, Colorado, and numerous Investors have been In the
camp In the last six weeks nnd one
claim, the Sixteen to One, has been
sold to Boston parties nt a good
round figure, this sale was made
through A. H. Cooper, a Goldtlcld
mining promoter, who visited this
camp last year and was so well
pleased that he brought in n thoroughly experienced mining engineer
and nssayer and had him make examinations and tests of a number of
claims In the camp and this led to
the recent sale above mentioned and
a number of other deals for mining
claims in the Hromlde and Headstone
districts are on the tapis.
New Machinery.
Machinery is being hauled to the
H. S. P. mine from Tres Piedras nnd
ns soon as this ds on the ground it
will be set dp and work again renewed with vigor. This properly Is
owned by the Kmplre Copper Mining
and Smelting company and a contract
has been let to sink the shaft one
hundred feet deeper. This property
has shown good copper ore from the
surface down and the body seems to
Improve in rir.e a'ld retains Its values
as It goes down. The New York people back of this company are
the
right kind of people to make a paying mine of the property and plenty
of money will
be forthcoming
to
properly develop the property and to
provide the necessary method
of
treatment when that point Is reached.
The hoist, engine nnd pump being
freighted to the property are brand
new and the best that money buys for
the purpose.
Tuxn
Peak.
The Tusas Peak Gold and Copper
Mining company owns the Tampa
group and the Jesse claim, altogether
thirteen claims. The main work has
been done on the Tampa upon which
a shaft has been sunk 425 feet and nt
a number of levels a l irge amount of
cross cutting nnd drifting has been
done and a large body of copper sulphides have assayed seven per cent in
copper. This company has built a
substantial leaching plant nt Tusas
about twelve miles from Tres Piedras nnd about three miles from the
Tampa mine where there is plenty of
good water and they expect to Install
a tramway to the mine. The mill
has a capacity of 150 tons In twenty-fou- r
hours and expects not only to
treat the ore from the company's
mines but any custom work In the
district. This company Is also operating a large saw mill in a canyon
ahoe the ore mill and expect to
handle a large amount of lumber this
year. The timber was purchased from
the Jemez National forest.
Pay lioll Mine.
The water has recently been taken
out of the Pay Roll mine and work
will be resumed in that mine. This
mine has one of the best showings
at 250 feet to be found In the camp.
There is a large body of sulphides
of copper, which run high in gold.
This claim Is owned by the Bromide
Copper Mining company nnd most of
the owners of the stock In the company reside at j;!oomsburg, Pennsylvania. This company also owns forty-one
other claims In the district.
A plant
of machinery
is being
moved to the Sixteen to One claim
and work will be begun by the new
purchasers In earnest within the next
few days. This claim has a rich copper showing and large values In sliver
of
and outside
the Hutchison
claim is the most valuable for silver
any
of
claim In the camp. It Is no
doubt on the sime vein that carries
the silver In the Hutchison claim.
This claim has been developed by G.
F. Hall, who has owned it for a number of years, but his means did not
permit of it being worked in the manner the new owners Intend to.
Curol Thre of me Family with One
Colic,
Bottle of CliamlH-rluU- r
Cholera and D.aniioca Remedy.
"I purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, and found It to be all
claimed for It In the adertlsements.
Three of the family have used It with
good results in summer complaint."
H. R. How e, publisher of the I'rcss,
Highland, Wis. For sale by all druggists.
Oro-gran-

ot

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL
Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

Denver, Colo., July 30. "When
husband left the house shortly
after 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon
to go to the Mozart cafe to work I
had a feeling which told me that
something was going to happen to
him, and for that reason I pleaded
with him to remain at home that
night. A few minutes after 1 o'clock
the folluwlng morning I was awakened somehow and suffered with a severe attack of heart trouble.
"Calling my daughter, who sleeps
In the adjoining room, I told her that
she would have to sleep with me. I
also told her that I knew that my
husband was veiy 111 and I knew
that he should be at home where
1 could
attend to him, but she said
that I must have had a dream and
If I went to sleep that I would be
feeling better when I awakened in
the morning.
"When my husband did not return
in the morning I was positive that
sometntng had befallen him."
This is the statement made by Mrs.
Ada Olson, wife of John Olson, the
chef who mysteriously disappeared
after leaving the Mozart cafe.
A Hurd Worker.
It Is reported at the cafe that the
man did his work well that night
and that he was kept very busy until shortly after 1 o'clock, when he
prepared to go home. He left the
place and since that time has neither
been heard of nor seen.
This is the Becond time that he
has acted this way. Once, while he
resided In Pusblo. he was absent for
nearly three weeks, but was finally
located by a body of Masons several
miles out of town and brought back.
Formerly of Ijis Vegas.
It is said by persons who have
been acquainted with Olson for several years that since he returned
from a hospital In Las Vegas, N, M.,
about three years ago, where he had
been taking treatment for rheumatism, he had been uctlng odd .it
times.
Mrs. Olson thinks that her husband
has wended his way to Colorado
Springs and obtained a position there
as a chef In some of the cafes, as
he has always hail a desire to work
in that city.
Mr. Olson Is a member In good
standing in the Masons, Knights of
Pythias and
Odd
Fellows orders.
The missinig man is described as of
medium height
and weight, gruy
haired, smooth shaven. When la.-;seen he wore a blue sej-gsuit and
black derby hat.
my

whole story.
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J. D. Eakln, Prrildent
O. Oloml, Vice Preildent.

LOST FATHER

Chit. Vellnl, loemai--

T

O. BacheckL Treasures.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Tucson, Ariz., July 30. Deserted
by her father when but four years
old. Fanny A. Berry is making an
effort to learn of his whereabouts or

noeeMon to
MILINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
death. She believes that he died here
WMOLWmALK DKALKHm IN
several years ago In the Sistets ot
Charity hospital.
In a letter received from Miss Berry she tells all she knows of her
parent, whom she thinks died
W ktip tvryihlng la Hook to outfit tbo
in some other part of Arizona If not
most fastidious bar eomplota
In Tucson. Miss Berry resides In San
Francisco, and writing
from
that
Hava
appointed
been
exclusive agenta In th Southwest fen Je. .
place, says:
Schlitx, Wm. kemp and 8t Louie A. B. C Brewerlea; Yellowstone,
"My fat'her deserted me when I
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Men.
was but four years old, and all I know
arch, and thar standard Brands of whiskies too numsrous ts msntlen,
of his life and death is from hearsay. I learn that years ago he edited
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
a paper called the 'Yuma Sentinel.'
Bat sell the straight article as received by cs from the beat
"Years before this he was In Pres-cot- t,
xerle.
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United Stat a. call aad lasaeet
Interested in some way In the
(Junsight mine. This was in the year
Prices,
Stock and
or write for Illustrated Catalog? and irlee Ur,
1S65 or thereabouts.
Issued to dealers only.
"My father belonged at one time
to the Masons, but Mayor Morris
noldwater,
of Prescott. writes me
that he was not In good standing and
Jsoexoex3eX)ex3eK3e
so the Masons of Prescott have no
record of his movements.
"My sister says that she has a faint
recollection that he died in the Sisters of Charity hospital in Tucson.
This Is only hearsay but it may be
true.
"If any one can give me any Information at all about my father, I
wish they would address, San FranaBBaaaaaaaBBaaaaaaaBaBBBaaBBaaHaaHaaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
cisco, Cal."
Ixt mo paper nnd paint your
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
CASE POSTPONED BY
Take a Postmaster's Word for It.
Prompt attention to mall orders.
Mr. M. F. Hia.'.M, postmaster nt
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Go.
MUTUAL AGREEMENT of general merchandise and patent
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's
q
South Second and Load
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea RemOey3eKDaoeK5eK5aOtK3oaoO00
OaK)eK)sKMaOaoOeXDOey3aoK)sK5ai
edy
Is
In
.Inc.
here
Its
It
standard
Santa Fe, N. M July 30. Because
falls to give satisfaction and
of the absence of District Attorney never
could hardly afford to be withAlexander Read by consent of coun- we
out
It."
For sale by all druggists.
sel a postponement was taken In the
021 North First Street.
Phone No. 483
case of Bernalillo county versus Sanfor The Citizen and jet
doval county. The hearing was to theSubscribe
new.
have taken place In this city Saturday before Judge John R. McFie in
the absence of .lu.lge Ira A. Abbott,
who Is now in the east.
Sandoval
county when erected was created out
of a part f Bernalillo county and
the latter instituted this suit to compel the former to pay Its proportion
of the bonded indtbtudness of the
with Raube and Mauger
parent county.
Office, IIS North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough
Use
Syrup.
Contains no opiates.
it
drives the cold out of the system by
gently moving the bowels. Contains When you want to buy, sell,
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
good as maple tyrup. Children like
rent or exchange
It. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly A Co.
& Ice Company.
Southwestern Brewery
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

DRY CEDAR

EXCURSION RATES
Michigan
The Miliars Fills
Route

"Big Four

25. 2C, 27, 2S
OXK FA UK plus $2.00 for the
1IOMK,
WKKK" Celebration anil
Kciiiiion.
seven Uuy of Public Festivities, commencing JVLY
Founders' Pay; Patriot' Puy: Creator Iloston Iayj New F.nff-lailtuy; MaxsacluiM-iiDay; Women's Davl .Military Da v. During those Sewn Days Historic HUSTON'
will be "AT HOMK" to all
Her Sons and Daughters, wherever rehldlnjr.

r,,'fAt- - or ST. LOVIS
...l,n
I H M) Hill', A (iraiul ')l.l
s

13. 22, 23.
28.

August 6,

St. Louis, $27.00
22, 23; Aug. g,
2S.

$2.00 for the

Round Trip

CANADIAN RESORTS, Daily Until Sept. 30,
From Chicago or St. Louis, One Fare Plus

Full Particulars may lie obtained

from

J2.C0 for the
any Ticket

Round Trip
A (rent

J. IAXC1I, Passenger

(lent Count

You

1

ha

Cost

when eatlnir our pies, cakes and
pastry, for it's small In comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you otart using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark It up this
day.

"07

of the

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES
WAIIKKV

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

Plumber

ul

Sept. 10, 14. 24,
Fare from Chicago, $24.00
Fare from
NEW ENGLAND RESORTS July 13,
IO, 20, 24; Sept. 10, 14, 24,

Don't Forget The

If You Want A

BOSTON OLD HOME WEEK, July

10, 20, 24;

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

ROU.6"

"AMERICA'S GREATEST
RAILWAY SYSTEM"

BOSTON AND RETURN, July

LIVERT, SALE, PEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

THF. OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY.
When in need of aaali. door, frames
etc. Screen work a specialty. 403
South Flint street. Telephone 403.

s

Central

rimrn
INSURANCE

Mutual Building
tlon. Office at S17 West RalLreM
Bert American Block, jtt--r ton..SA.50 avenue.
$8.50
Anthracite Nut, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
New Mexico
per ton
$9.50

oaoaooaoaoaooaoaooaoao

SPECIAL

. Secretary

W. Gold Ave.

Albuquerque

oaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoao

A. E. WALKER,

COAL

Star Furniture Co.

From Chicago or St. Louis, One Fare Plus

Ml'a-

CUT PRICES!
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up.

NEW TERMINALS

8E

MISSING

WORKMAN

The Mining Reporter has the following to say concerning New Mexico
mining conditions:
Grant County.
Announcement Is made from Boston that the Chemung Copper company Is to immediately erect a 1,000,-to- n
concentrating plant, nnd that upwards of $20,000 per month will be
spent In Immediate developments.
The Top Mining company has been
organized to operate properties In the
vicinity of the Iast Chance and Helen
mines In the Mogollon camp.
Work Is progressing at the Klghty-flv- e
mine in the Shakespeare district.
A new machinery plant Is being set

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

TO

CUT PRICES!

1.000 Ton Capacity will Be John Olson. Formerly of Las
Vegas. Mysteriously Drops
Installed by Mine
From Sight.
Owners.

West End Viaduct
II

FOR

OF

TTafllc Manager, CHICAGO.

PIONEER BAKERY
207 South

First Street

Give us your ROUGH DRY wvrs
and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating

Go
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Company Formed in Colorado Secretary of Interior Request- cd to Open Land for
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the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lima. Cement.
BUILD INO
PAPER Alwmyf In ttock.
Paint, Glass, Bash, Door. Etc
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one-- I the surrounding
country from Are or
ever
reach
will
woods
from these
I omer destruction,
ii is reportea inai
fiftieth nf the demand.
there was aiso a desire on the part of
Troes for Future Supply.
Colo., to have
people
of
Midland.
the
Farmers and others owning iana the , nd used for a government fish
"ii
snouia lane aavaniane
uit
hatchery. The forest service has
and plant trees Tor future r A a rl in oBtnhHah t Via rn n irori' Vina rl.
supply. Great companies which look nuarters on another location and to
ahead are doing that. J ne hatiia e re,iuet the secretary of the Interior
ranroad nun irm njin southern Call- - to declare the tract open to settle-acre- s
of bare land
un,ier the act of
nlpnt anJ pnt
to plant JunJ
1!l0g
fornla on which it expects
u
trees for ties, and the Pennsylvania
for the land was re- An appilcatl,,n
,,,.,
.,,
mllroad has employed one of tne
h.rn
country
In
J
the
most skilled foresters
f,piie,l. and the question
McCutcnen
.
...
-to atinerintenri .nlantlng and growing
J
.i.i
- .
v. iiuinir .tik.ij
w nun
Th e un
w.n, now. b , determined by the de- timber for the mme purpose.
miltwo
company has planted over
partnM.nt of the interior.
Hon trees and maintains Its own for- eat nurseries.
There are at least a dojsen trees
well adapted for planting for ties and
posts. The government Is giving a
great deal of detailed attention to all
he snecles suited to' this purpose,
nml a nnmher of useful publications
by writing
on planting may be had"Washington,
tn ih forest service at
studies of
extensive
which has made
the subject.
C. L. Grand has been appointed a
In this connection It is important
with tne I forest guard on tne jemez national
to note that experiments
forest,
steel ties, up to the present time,
little nrnmlse that mead will su- - I
i
jonn ueegan nas Deen appoinieu a
persede wood.
It is too riKiu,
nnifiiiv nn curves. The policy of Ii forest guard on the Uabooulvari na- some of the greatest railroads in tional forest, Arizona,
nlantlng trees indicate that the men!I
business
George Mauk, an Arizona man
lest posted 'n ofthetherailroad
future to come I siding at Phoenix, Is suffering from
the ties
from the forest tne same as in n i locKjaw as a result oi an aocess on
I the base or me or nis teetn.
past.
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A. C. BILICKE raid JOHN 8. MITCIIELIi Invite their
New Mexico headquarter at

m

The Hollenbeck Hotel

mm

to

friend to duUw

Lot Angeles, California

Courtesy and
appreciated.
Tour friendship and patronage
attention to guest Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
1,4, i. Depot and beach line car atop at the Hollenbeck door.
1

u.h.r

0C30300X)0OfK)tXra
Foundry and

Albuquerque

m.

Machine

Works

P. MALL. Proprietor

Iron and Bras Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumbar Can: Shaftings, Pulley. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column
ad Iron
Front for Building.
momotrm om mining mnd mill Af ftawry m mplmlty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east eld of railroad track.
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Territorial
Topics
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A

man In Seattle ai irlveii Inn rears for Htcallnir a S3.00 meal ticket, or nt Hip rat of $1.50 rtcr year.
0.(MM,(K)0 It would mean 20,000,000 years for
the Manic rutp ht-- ' whs used on tliv mini li wtcaln
Tliat w to say. IT THKY 1)1 1.

linn.

YOUNG

INDIANS RE
TURN

FROM SCHOOL

Charles E. Rurton, superintendent
of the United States Indian school at
Grand Junction, Colo., arrived In the

city last nlht bringing with him 21
children, whom he will return to their
homes In this city and at Bernalillo,

X. M.
Two of the girls are quite grown,
The
fine looking and well trained.
children were all found to be of mix
R. X. Maxwell, of Estancla. X. M., ed blood and will not be allowed to
Don't use harsh physics. The re- nrtlmi weakens t he bowels, leads to and Miss Lynette Dean, of Waverly, return to the school. The governOet uoann Mo., were united in marriage on ment Is becoming very rigid In lis
chronic constipation.
Regulets. They operate easily, tone Thursday, at 9 a. m. at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. w. P. Mllnor.
the stomach, cure constipation.

CHANGES IN ROUTES
AND POSTAL

5:20 p. m.
Gallup to Clarkville.
7311.
Lv G dailv ex Sun 7:30 a. m.
Ar C by 9 a. m.
Lv C daily ex Sun 11 a. m.
Ar G by 12:30 p. m.

.

The following railway postal cars
have been discontinued In Colorado
and New Mexico:
16f006. La Junta. Colo., to El Paso,
Tex., Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
lty. Co., 601.71 ms, From July 1.
1907, discontinue the line of
R. P. O. cars over that part
of route hetween Albuquerque and
Ialeta, N. M. 12.56 ms.
16700J. Isleta, N. M., to Needles,
Cal., Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Kv. Co., 665.16 ms. From July 1,
1907, discontinue the line of
H. P. O. cars over that part
of route between, ltileta, X. M., ani
Williams, Ariz. 36 5.30 ms.
Bad Burns Quickly Healed.
"I am so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve has done for me
tell
that I feel bound to write and
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
157 Inhn St.. Hamilton. Ontario. "My
little daughter had a bad burn on
her knee. I applied Chamberlain's
salve and It healed beautifully."
n,i. laiva Allflvs thit n&ln of a burn
most Instantly. It is for sale by all
druggists.
40-fo- ot

40-fo- ot

5PsctobmTcdh

BITTERS

.....,!!.,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ihaU lahnp

f A ft A trtPIUPP
Allan
superintendent of the Indian schools
Xl.imr

here, has been appointed matron at
Grand Junction.
.After visiting the Indian schools
'nere and at Santa Fe, N. M., Mr.
Burton will return to his home at
Grand Junction.
Bring us your Jon wont. Price
rhn verv lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a specialty.
u
you want anything on earth, you
It get
It through the want column
can
of The Evening Citizen. We get results.
u
Subscribe for Tbe Citizen and get
the new.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllntkofa Rooting

First and Marqtsette

Finest Whiskies

JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'f.

2 0 West Railroad Avenoe

iaooooooo

rl
In.lll.Ail 4 A 7 ft Q
Mr. and Mrs. John Rodman yesterday morning, about 7:30

'D.nn.iDA

Via

Vl

o'clock, a tramp, whose name could
not be learned, was soundly thrashed
an Vimir lntr In front of the Jour
office at Prescott, Ariz., by
the Irate rather or tne lime gin.
nal-Min- er

Hereafter the lid will be closed
down In Alamogordo, N. M., good and
tight on Sundays and it will be

to secure a soda water or
cigar. For several weeks the fountains and confectionery stores have
been oien on Sunday and the change
seems to have been made for fear
that there was to be a strict Interpretation of the law.
I.nst night at about 12 o'clock. John
D. Fill, foreman at the Old Dominion
smelter, at Globe, ArU., met with an
accident that will no doubt result In
his death. He was passing In front
of a motor car when the car strucK
him and knocked him down on the
track, the wheels running over his
body.
His skull was fractured, a
number of ribs were broken and he
was otherwise Injured to an extent
that the doctors give no hopes of his
recovery.
Paul Itowan, connected with the
Lead and Coal comSouthwestern
pany, has been taken to the hospital
bemlng.
N. M., suffering with a
at
broken and badly crushed leg. Rowan was at work in one of the mines
of the company in the Caballo mountains, west of Kngle, when he was
caught In the edge of a big fall of
rock and earth. He had a narrow
escape from being crushed to death
uniinr tuna of debris, and may be
permanently crippled as a result of
the accident, lie was lanen 10 iteming by his brother. He will be sent
to his home in I.os Angeles as noon
as possible.
Piles get quick and certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment
Please note It is made alone for
Piles, and its action Is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
like magic by
or blind piles disappear
glass
Large nickel-cappe- d
Its use.
jars 60 cents. Sold by al dealers.

IN ROSWELL

Cramps,
Head-ach-

e,

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, or Biliousness

can be quickly relieved by

resorting to the Bitters
promptly. We guarantee
it pure and it has a 54
years record of cuies back
of it. Always keep a bottle
on hand.

WEIL

It.iswell. X. M.. July 30. Joseph
Carper & Sons, drilling, a well for J.
east of the
I. Maikin, at his pla-eI.. F. D. farm, have struck a pocket
In
is
unmistakable
of asphaltum that
its quality. It runs in globules In the
water rock, and, It is feared, will be
sufficient In quantity to spoil the wat- g
er for domestic purposes. The jmiv-Insubstance can be easily collected
It la found
Into lumps fir testing.
feet.
at
To show
I'll stoD your pain tree.
you first before you spend a penny,
j
what my l'lnK 'ain laoieis can
will mail you free, a Trial Package ot
them Dr. Snoop's neaiacne jaoiei
N'euralela. Headache. Toothache. Pe
riod nains. etc.. are due alone to bloid
Dr. Shoop's Headache
congestion.
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
away the unnatural blood .pressure.
That Is all. Address ur. noop, ni
cine. Wis. Sold by all dealers.

m
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Others Get the Flag

We Take the Firsts!

THE BIG FAIR
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico

Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
AL1JUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

...
....
...

FOR TROTTERS, PACERS. AND RUNNERS

$8,000

'I"i-- t

Purse No.
Purse No.

Pure No.

Purse No.
Purse No.
Purse No.

1--

ittln'Paceand

2:17

22:20 Trot
Pace
42:25 Pace
5
62:30 Trot
3-- 2:13

Free-For-All-Pa-

(RunninR

-

ce

I Jr--t

r?eic3ir-f- f

Jtjr-- t

I

'rorf- itii $1,000
1.000
1,000

500
1,000

-

m Ftal3llbed

--

500
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The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits
Entries and Whirlwind Finishes Tiiat's All

Big List of

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A HUBBS
Manager

Alfaqtserqcse, New Mexico

IOftiO0i
oooooooo
The Qt. Elmo

daughter of

ASPHALTUM FOUND

Diarrhoea, Sick

rules regarding the admission of cUU- -'
dren who have not at least one quarter blood wit hthe exventlon of InThe children
dians on reservations.
returned have been In school one
year.
Mr. Rurton was formerly superintendent of the Indian school at
Kearns Canon, Arizona, and is one
of the moat prominent Indian workers oft the day.
Xew buildings have just been completed at the school In Grand Junction at a cost of $50,000.
A new and praiseworthy plan followed by Mr. Burton Is to allow the
pupils to work on the splendid farmi
near the school. This la not only encouraging industry but enabling the
pupils to lay up money for use after
graduation.
Over $5,000 Is now In
the school bank to the credit of tho

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Caught beneath a mass of falling
stone, at Rlsbee, Ariz., George Pet- kovlch, a Slavonian, aged about 25.
was killed almost Instantly this
about 11 o'clock at the L.
SERVICE morning
3. & P. shaft.
He was unmarried.

Washington. D. C. July 30. The
following star route schedules have
heen made for New Mexico:
Fort Wlngate Station in o)
7304.
to Fort VrlnKate.
Lv Ft W Sta dally upon receipt of
mall from trains .No. 3 and 4,
due about 6:28 p. m. and 12:4a
p. m.
Ar
W In 1 hr.
Lv Ft W dally 11:40 a. m. and
tin n m.
Ar Ft W Sta by 12:40 p. m. and

An attack of
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Now, If
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

PEE E. o. rmcE.
Price. I am here to stay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate is the acme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the E. O. Price Ileal Estate Agency. My office
Is 212 South Second street bear that number in mind, 213 South Second
Street. If you have anything in my line to sell se E. O. Trice. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent it for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.
SEE E. O. ritlCE.
My name Is

ABOUT TOWN

srnscitirnox hatks.
.$5.00

Oih year liy mall In advance
One nionili by mail
One month by currier within city limits

.

,

.50
.60

nu-lln-

T1IE AMUQVKHQrK CITIZEN IS:
The lending Ilepuhllcnn dally and weekly newspnKT of the Southwest.
Tlie advocate of Itepnbllcan principles and the "Square
IH-al.-

TttF. At.nVQVKHQVK CITIZEN HAS:
Tlie finest equipped Job department in New Mexico.
Tlie latest reHrt8 by Associated l'ress and Auxiliary News Service.
"WE GET T1IE NEWS FIRST."

Wftat We Buy
Tou are not expected to read this report on imports Issued by the Bu
reau of Statistics of the United States. At the name time If you rend it tho
contents will probable Interest you since this report shows a few of the things
go away from home to get, where we get them and whnt we pay:
All the world, or at least all the grand divisions of the world, have
profited by the large Increase of Importation during the fiscal year Just ended.
This Increase In importations, as already announced by the Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Commerce and Labor, amounts to over 200 million
Of this Increase
dollars as compared with the immediately preceding year.
of over 200 million dollars, about 115 millions occurred In the Imports from
Kurope, 33 millions In Imports from Asia, 25 millions In the imports from
North America, about 20 millions In the Imports from South America, nearly
10 millions In the Imports from Africa, and about 6 millions in the Imports

ve

from Oceania.

The United Kingdom, Germany, Brazil, Japan. British India, Cuba, Italy,
Egypt and China are tho chief beneficiaries in this Increase In foreign purchase by the people of the United States.
The largest Increase in the Imports from any single country Is from the
United Kingdom, from which the Imports increased about 37 million dollars
over the immediately preceding year, the fiscal year 1906. This Increase in
pig tin, pig
the Imports from the United Kingdom occurs chiefly In pig Iron,
Pig iron alone
copper, tin plate, laces and miscellaneous manufactures.
shows an Increase in the eleven months ending May of nearly 7 million dollars from the United Kingdom alone, pig tin an Increase of nearly 4 million
dollars, pig copper an Increase of 3.5 millions, while cotton cloths, cotton
laces, silk, crude India rubber and manufactures of various sorts, as well as
many other less important articles, show a considerable Increase from the
United Kingdom.
From Germany the imports show an increase of about 26 millions. This
Increase occurs chiefly in beet sugar, chemicals, kid gloves, silks, knit goods,
and paper manufactures, the largest single Increase being in sugar, which
alone shows an Increase in the eleven months ending with May of nearly 6
From
million dollars compared with the Immediately preceding year.
France the Imports show an increase of about 21 millions, the gain occurlng
chiefly In silks, laces diamonds, kid gloves, and other manufactured articles.
From Italy the imports show an Increase of about 10 million dollars, the
Kaln occurring chiefly in raw silk, of which the Imports from Italy In the
eleven months ending with May were about 3 million dollars In excess of
those of the corresponding months of the preceding year. Lemons also show
an Increase of over a million dollars, while other fruits, cheese, olive oil and
From Netherlands the
miscellaneous merchandise show also an increase.
Imports show an increase of about 6 million dollars, the gain occurring chiefly
in diamonds and tobacco from her East Indian possessions.
From Canada the Imports show an increase of about 6 million dollars,
the gal- - occurring chiefly in lumber and copper. From Mexico there is an
Increase (of about 5 million dollars, this gain occurring chiefly in rubber, copper, and hides.
From Cuba the imports show a gain of about 10 milll-irdollars, the Increase occurring chiefly In sugar, also In bananas, tobacco, cigars
and Iron ore. From Brazil the Increase Is about 17 million dollars, occurring chiefly In coffee, cacao and rubber, the Increase In coffee amounting to
over 6 million dollars. In cacao to about 1.5 million dollars, and in India
rubber to about 8 million dollars.
From China the increase in imports Is about 7 million dollars, occurring
chiefly In silk and wool.
From Japan the Increase amount" to about 15
million dollars, the gain occurring largely In silk, of which the Imports In
the eleven months ending with May were about 12 million dollar In excess
of those of the corresponding months of the precj l:n-- r yen"
From British
India the Importations show an increase of about t2 million dollars, this
gain occurring chiefly In burlaps, Jute bags, and manufactured Jute. From
Australia and New Zealand there Is a gain of about 5 million dollars, this
Increase occurring chiefly in wool.
From Egypt the Imports show a gain
of about 6 million dollars, the gain occurring chiefly In raw cotton.
The Increase In Importations is divided about equally between dutiable
merchandise.
Dutiable merchandise shows an increase of
and
a little more than 100 million dollars, that coming In free of duty a gain of
groups, foodstuffs In a crude condition
great
about 100 millions.' Of the
show a gain of about 15 millions, foodstuffs partly or wholly manufactured,
a gain of about 15 millions, manufactures ready for consumption a gain of
about 55 millions, manufactures for further use In manufacturing a gain of
about 57 millions, and cure materials for use in manufacturing an increase of
about 66 millions.
i

non-dutiab- le

au Don't YVorft

Arizona and Arizona papers have been poking fun at New Mexico from
time to time and doing "holier than thou" stunts.
This was particularly noticeable after Arizona announced that It had
abolished gambling.
The Arizona papers were slapping that territory on the back so to speak,
and declaring that the festive "full house" and "Jack pot" had no part In
Arizona social life.
The Arizona papers were authority for the statement that gambling was
as dead as some of the beef canned in Chicago and that you couldn't win a
cigar on a slot machine.
Now comes the Tucson Citizen with the statement that gambling is not
dead.
The Tucson paper says the games are running in the good old fashioned way and a flimsy excuse is made to satisfy the authorities
namely
that of the social club.
The Tucson Citizen says:
"There are public poker games operating in Tucson. In defiance to the
plain Intent of the ordinance recently enacted by the city council and with
reliance upon a suppositious deficiency In the wording of that ordinance certain undesirable citizens are openly and flagrantly violating the public sentiment which demands a complete cessation of till forms of public mmins In
this city.
There Is no secrecy about the operation of these games. They are conducted openly, setting up a pretext that the law defines only 'public' games
as coming within its scope, whereas they maintain a flimsy pretext of being
conducted by private 'clubs.'
This sham is
and the violation of
the intent of the ordinance Is unmistakable.
"The. police department Is in duty bound to arrest all keepers and patrons of such games.
The city marshal has no need for receiving special instruction from the mayor or city legal adviser.
His duty is to make the
arrests.
If the ordinance is deficient the courts can so decide.
This is no
time for hedging."
x
self-evide- nt

The Socorro Chieftain says: Thut plan to give Captain Curry a rousing
reception In Santa Fe and a more pretentious Inauguration than any other
governor has had has much to commend It. The people of the territory can
afford to assure the new governor of their hearty good will and best wishes,
especially while the memory of the sins of the lute reform admin'stratlon Is
They can nfford to give Captain Curry a grander Infresh In their minds.
auguration than has ever been witnessed In New Mexico, for that will be but
in keeping with the marvelous advancement the territory has made In recent
years. By all means, let Captain Curry's reception unj Inauguration be one
long to be remembered.
The express companies of the United States have been called to account
before the commerce commission by the American Bankers' association for
"unjustly and Illegally encroaching upon the legitimate field of the banks."
They are also charged with using their Influence as common cr.rriers to discriminate against members of the Bankers' association.
All this, say the
Vbankers, is a departure from the purposes for which ;he express .'ompunles
were chartered.
new picture of Secretary Tatl has made it. appeirancv.
looking
at the variety of pr tos of men in public life one komn'iriie wonders when
these perconages find time to do anything else1 except poe for the caniv'H
fiends.

THE CUB'S

Only Thing For a Picnic

Utt tlltttttUtti
GET THE CITIZEN?
Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Cltl- sen is able to secure will now
and then fail to deliver your pa- per and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly approp- riate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return it,
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy In
the event that yours falls to
reath you. There Is no addition- al expense to you. If your pa- per does not reach you by reg- ular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONE
Nl'MUKK 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
KEMEMHKlt THE NUMBER
PHONE 86.

THE POWDER IIAO.
She may be In the kitchen where the

1KJ YOU

temperature Is hot,
e
e Or she may be In the hammock aid
."he Is as like as tot,
e
4 Shi may be Idly rending, where cooling breezes blow,
e Or she may be In the shadows waiting Fhyly f.ir ner beau.
s
But wherever you may find her, there
e
e
also you will find.
A rag that's filled with talcum which
she never leaves behind;
e
The povder rag goes with hrr no
e
e
matter where she goes and
S You'll nearly always find her rubbing
e
talcum on her nose. '
e She may 'be down street shopping,
e
where a bargain's to be had,
If Or she may be singing softly or she
e
may be "awful mad";
e
e She may be In the ball room If a ball
e
room thert should be.
Or at church she may be playing if
e
e
there's no new gowns to see.
But wherever you may find her, Just
e
notice up her sleeve,
She's tucked the powder rag away
e
an effort to deceive.
And though her face Is fairer than
rose, she
a newly
Mrs. Henry Werner, of St. Joseph, Deftly reach upblown
her sleeve rubs talAriz., Is a visitor In the city today.
cum on her nose.
Triple Link Refoekah Lodge No. 10
will hold a meeting tonight at the 1. Her hair may not be golden and her
eyes may not be blue,
O. O. F. hall for drill.
It. H. Shelby, of IMlsdo. Chlo, ha? In fact there may be wrinkles and a
streak of gray or two;
accepted a position as night yard-iHer steps may not be sprightly and
.
er In the yarls here.
Hps may not be red.
Fishing parties to the Pecos are of In facther
she may be ancient although
Many parties go
daily occurrence.
not completely dead;
up one day and beck the next.
But her state of preservation whatThe African M. E. church Sunday
ever It may be.
school held a picnic in the grove at Needs the powder rag and taclum
Barelas yesterday.
The outing wu3
like all the rest you see;
muvh enjoyed by all present.
And tho her belt's on crooked like ali
her other clothes, she's
Sam Pickard, assistant cashier of
the First National bank, after an ab- Just got to have the powder rag and
rub It on her nose.
sence of several weeks in California,
returned to this city last night.
0 fclrl says she
An Albuquerque
Robert Mcllroy, of the Albuquergo
to
to church because
ashamed
que hatters,
left this morning for
Coyote canyon to look after some as- when she tries to kneel down, her
friends are
sessment work on his mining claim. Joints crack.how Her
old she Is.
Bear canyon and TIJeras canyon
0
are the favorite spots for campers
The sweet young thing that blew
this year. Nine picnic parties drove Into Scorpion from the pale, effete
out to Bear canyon and four to
east and asked Ohick McManus, the
today.
popular dispenser at the Empire cafe,
for a "lalleooler" gt his good and
The remains of the late John
hot. Douglas Dispatch.
on
who died at his home
North Arno Btreet, Saturday, were
0
The postofflce department has desshipped to Chicago last night, where
ignated "a shirt waist, a necktie and
thp Interment will take place.
neat belt" as the official summer
Adolph Werner, son of the late auniform
for letter carriers, but It Is
Major Werner of old town, died at not
likely that any of them will be
his home in old town this morning dismissed
wearing a pair of
unexpectedly after a short illness at trousers in for
addition.
the age of 35 years.
0
Arrangements for the meeting of
At tie recent national guard enconvention campment in New Mexico there was
the funeral
director's
during fair week are progressing an attendance of 16n of which about
favorably. Tho local undertakers ait half were officers. Nearly every one
handling all preparations.
was a colonel, major, captain or lieuRiley Edwards, catcher for the tenant which reminds one of the
Geronimos, returned yesterday from story of the army of a South AmeriSxrcorro, where - he played against can republic, 12 generals, 11 coloneU,
9
lieutenants, 8 serMagdalena Sunday. Socorro was the 10 captains,
geants, 7 corporals. 6 artificers, 5 orvtctor by a score of 20 to 14.
3
derlies,
cooks and 2 privates.
A. M. Deltelbach, fire marshal at
Santa Fe and secretar yof the New
A story is told f General Sir AlMexico Firemen's association, spent fred
Horford, , who believed In a
today In Albuquerque engaged In ar- celibate
army. A soldier once sought
ranging for the firemen's tournament his permission
to marry, saying he
during the territorial fair.
two
good conduct badges and
had
The annual corn dance of the San $25 In the savings bank. "Well, go
Domingo Pueblo Indians will be held away' said Sir Alfred, "and If you
at rhe Indian village next Sunday come back this day year In
same
and many Albuquerque people are mind you shall marry. I'll the
keep the
planning to visit the pueblo to net vacancy."
On the anniversary the
the ceremony.
soldier repeated his request. "But do
James Harlow returned from the you really, after a year, want to marUpper Peoos today with a string of ry?" "Yes, sir, very much." "Sergeant major, take his name down.
ttaie trout.
He reports about
Albuquerque people In that Yes, you may marry. I never bevicinity and says they are all having lieved there was so much constancy
In man or woman.
Right
good luck this year.
face.
march!" As the man left the
Mrs. W. O. Oheney and daughter Quick
his head, he snld:
arrived from Kansas City today. Mr. room, turning
Cheney has been here a few weeks "Thank you, sir. It Isn't the same
woman.
having come to take charge of the
Alvarado curio rooms during the absence of Herman Sjwelzer, the regular A Wonderful 'oiiikuikI Cure Piles
manager.
Eczema, Skin Itching. Skin
Eruptions. Cuts unci
There Is considerable earnest disBruises.
cussion today among the merchants
Doan's Ointment Is the best skin
regarding the proposition to Irrigate
the entire Rio Grande valley around treatment, and the cheapest, because
Albuquerque. Last night's meeting so little is required to cure. It cures
of the Commercial club woke them ylles after years of torture.
It cures
up.
o'astlnate ciutes of eczema. It cures
erupItching.
all
It
cures
skin
skin
Mrs. B. A. Sleyster, who was Injured In a runaway accident at tho cor- tions. It heals cuts, bruises, scratchleaving
es
and
abrasions
a
without
ner of Gold avenue and First atroet scar.
It cures permanently. Albuyesterday, is reported to be mujh im- querque
testimony proves It;
proved today. Exopt for tha thock
A. M. Whltcomb, living at
325
-- d
several se'-r- c
bruises on her North
Eighth
street, Albuquerque,
head and face, she Is unhur'.
N. M., says: "I have nothing to reRoy t. Seita, who went i Gallup tract from the recommendation
I
Sunday, returned
to this city last gave for Doan's
some five
evening. Mr. Seitz. who is a special years ago. .Whatointment
I then stated was
agent of the department of com- to the effect
this preparation
merce and lalbor, recently completed had cured me that
out,
of a breaking
a compilation of the divorce cases of v. h.ch. If not eczema, closely resemcounty
Bernalillo
for the last twenty bled this trouble and was confined to
years.
a spot about the size of a silver dolA suit styled Sarah M. Bradley V3. lar jest below one of my knees. Off
B. A. Statz was filed in the district and on for ten years It had annoyed
court yesterday.
In the matter of me always being worse when I was
a note for $350 the plaintiff asks to in bed or If i would sit near a fire.
recover 31,000, Interest, attorney's I consulted two of our leading
but what they gave me proved
fees and costs. Hickey and Moore
and P. O. Kills appear as attorneys of no more avail than all the different
kinds
of salves and ointments
for the plaintiff.
I tried. I had no faith in Doan's
Andreas Lucero. the native who that
expecting that it would act
was Injured at the round house yes- Ointment,
to the other remedies
I
terday morning, is reported as doing similarly
I was surprised to find
used,
had
but
very well, at the Santa Fe hospital that the first application
stopped the
tinlay. His left leg was amputated itching and a short continuation
of
at the knee and his right shoulder its use healed the place affected. The
dislocated.
fact that 1 can say after this long inWm. McMurtery. aged
51,
was terval that there has been no return
painfully Injured at a camp at Jemez of the trouble Is pretty god reason
yesterday. He was carrying a quar for my willingness to confirm my orter of beef between the storehouse iginal statement. At the time of my
and the kitchen, when he fell, a roll- using Doan's ointment one of my
ing log striking him in the abdomen, grandchildren had salt rheum on his
to this city thjs arm and the irritation was so great
lie was brought
morning and taken to the St. Joseph that it caused him to scratch conhospital, where Dr. Wilder attended tinually. Despite the fact that it had
- - ..
him. resisted all treatment, Doan's Ointment affected a cure and one which
An automobile collided with a bicycle on North Fourth street
I can recomlast has been permanent.
night, demolishing the wheel. Its mend this preparation at all times
as one that can be j
upon to act
owner Is Ramon Chavez. The
stopped his machine and of- as represented."
by
sale
For
all dealers. Price 50c.
fered to pay for the damage, after Fouter-Milburn
Buffalo, New
Co.,
first ascerlainig that tho rider required no other assistance, he having York, sole agents for the United
escaped unhurt except for severe States.
Remember
the name Doan's
bruises.
13.
and take no other
Richard
Wetherell
and family
reached Albuquerque yesterday over
land from Pueblo lionito on the NavWhen there Is the slightest Indicaajo reservation. Mrs. Wetherell and tion of Indigestion, heart burn, flatchildren will remain In this city and ulence or any form of stomach trouhave secured a residence
517 ble take a little Kodol occasionally
Ht
North ltoma avenue. Mr. Wetherell and you will get prompt
Sold
will return to the reservation where by J. II. O' Rlelly & Co. relief.
he is engaged In trading. He made
the trip here driving a six mule team
and will take back a large shipment -- FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
MOIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
of supplies and articles for
trade
VUipuat'S with the ludlans.
blXJRU.
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Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those' Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::
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TELEGRAPHIC

Market letters received by F. J.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.
Summary of Conditions.
New
York,
July 30. American
to 'x nbove
stocks In London firm,
parity.
ex- earnings
United States Steel
pected close to $43 million, and no
Increase In divldenc' expected.
Meeting for dividend expected today at 3:30 p. m.
Unfilled orders will probably run
close to 7, 5(10,00(1 tons.
Better demand for stocks in loan
crowd.
Thirty-si- x
roads for third week of
July show an average gross Increase
of 10.75 per cent.
$800,000 gold engaged so far, of
which $400.00() goes to Canada.
Further Canadian demand for gold
expected.
Banks should gain slightly from In
terior In next fortnight but will lose
heavily afterwards.
Money continues firm at Interior
points.
Twelve Industrials declined 1.11 per
cent.
Twenty active railroads
declined
1.28 per cent.
New York Stocks,
October cotton
88
Amalgamated Copper
... $11.76
121H
American Sugar
American Smelters
1144
43
American Car Foundry
92 Ts
Atchison
56
Anaconda
57
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
97
Baltimore anrl Ohio
176
Canadian Pacific
31
Colorado Fuel
Hrle

,9000000000000000
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MARKETS
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OUHU

1V1. L..
219 South 2nd

IT

1

C. F. Allen

Strait
Real Estate and Loans

Galvanized

rm

Agent for
j

Tr&velers' Insurance Co.,
.

i lie i if. Corn.

Life and .Accident,
The Str o n g e st Company

vi

CXOXX30raXXXXXXX)C)pOCXXXXXXJO

BAR OF COMMERCE

Call up 597
LINE
E.

South First St. Thone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

When in need of anything in the
202

Jobbing

305 West Gold

109

French Bakery Co.

Rooting,

Guttering, etc.

General

Highland Livery

I BAKERY"

furnaces,

Air

Tin

Writing Accident Insurance in the World.

Saddle horses n in.Hntt
Trrin-.fn- ..
drivers In the eltv
nt
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 698.
112 John Street

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and .Storage
Tanks, Hot

Gradi & Grannmi

R.R.Ave.

23

113
Louisville and Nashville
76
Missouri Pacific
20
Mexican Central
59
National Liead
New York Central
Ill
36
Ontario and Western
122
Pennsylvania
104
Reading com
21
Rock Island
90
Southern Pacific
133
St. Paul
Eel ipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
19
Southern Railway com
144
Union Pacific
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
36
U. S. S
ioo
a s. pfd
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
15
Oreene Cununea
1
Shannon
3
Write ns for
Santa Fe Copper
165
Catalogue anil Prices
Calumet and Arizona
42
Old Dominion
80
North Butte
Kansas t'ltv Market.
Kansas City, July 30. Cattle receipts 14.000. Market siteady. Southern steers $3.50 'ill 4.60; southern cows
Mtockers
$2.2513.30;
and feeders
These Are
$3.00Ci 5.25; bulls $2.50 fa 4.25 ; calves
$:t.r0f(i 5.76; western steers
H.'lb'si
5.75: western cows $2.75 ijr 4.25.
Carriage
&.0110.
Sheep receipts
Market
steady. Muttons $5.25iiu6.00; lambs
Jfi.BOffi 7.40; range
wethers $5.25 it
Buying
6.26; fed ewes $4.60! 5.60.
Chicago Livestock.
Days
Chicago, July 30. Cattle receipts
2.500.
Market steadv. Beeves $4.40
'ii7.70; cows $1.40(11-5.20heifers
$2.40 '11 5.40; calves $5.50fi 7.25: good
Easy Terms
to prime steers $5.70 7.30 ; poor to
medium $4.40ii 5.C5;
stockers and
and
feeders $2.60(fi' 4.90.
Sheep receipts 15,000.
Market
Low Prices
steady. Western $3.50 (fi1 5.75; yearlings $6.ooii 6.65; lambs and western
Do you Intend buying . vehicle te enjoy the summer months? If you
$5.50Ji 7.30.
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.
Produce Market.
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring
Wagons of
Chicago, July 30. Closing quotaall kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
tions:
us.
.
Wheat July 91H: Sept. 92
Corn July and Sept 53 .
Sept. 39
Oats July
July $16.42 Vi 4 16.45; Sept.
$16.55.
TIJeras Road.
Ijird July $9.10; Sept. $9.25.
Ribs July$8.67tt; Sept.
Boston Wool Market.
Boston, Mass. .July 30. With Infew
creased offerings during past
days, wool market is fairly active,
with demand for high grades.
Money Market.
New York, July 30. Money on call
steady ! 'v 'ri 3 per cent; prime merThe historical "Old Hickcantile paper 5 'i i 6 per cent.
St. Imls Wool Market.
ory"
Chair.
St. Louis, July 30. Wool steady;
unchanged.

i'

J.Korber&Co. anlebie

Albuquerque Carriage

44;

Corner First and

87.

Co.

Andrew Jackson Chair

SM

St. I.ouis.
$5.80.

Light, comfot table, durable
and especially adapted to hard

lter. Market.

Spelter weak,

July-30-

service.
MEXICO

HAS

AN

EDITOR
Kl Paso, Texas. July

fj. I.eI,evler, publisher

ARRESTED
SO.

cf the Industrial, an alleged revolutionary periodical, and his son, Yves O. LeLevier,
were arrested at Douglas yesterday on
a charge of larceny preferred by the
Mexican government which asked fQr
their extradition.
LeLevier declares that he Is guilty
of no w ron and that the charge waJ
trumped up by the Mexican consul,
Maza. who figured in the abduction
of Sarabla and who was severely critI.eLevler and
icised by IeLevier.
his son were taken to Njco and Jailed.

Our ROUGU PRT worn aon's have
Imperial Laun-

to be washed over.
dry Co.

Pffce . . . $2.75

Gustave

ROCker

to match

3.25

...

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

ALBERT FADER'S
308-- 3 1 0

W. Central Avenue

.... Staab Building

QOJJUQUESQUE

TVESOAY, JtXY. 80, 1M7.
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IRRIGATION

Kansas Sweet Corn
Native Green Corn

WILL MEET IN

EVENING

Summer Squash

G

Secretary Dettelbach

Green Beans
Wax Beans
Pole Beans
Peaches

Plums
Oranges

Bananas
Strawberries

Cantaloupes
Watermelons, etc.
At

H

iMALOY'Sl
CXXXXXXXXXXXXIOCXJOCXXXXXXXX.)

A

3

Pleased People
Every Day at

I!
H

c

Columbus
Motel

5

I

RECORDS

HUE

8

DEEDS

YEARS
Augustlano

Garcia
Filed
He
Papers
Had Carried
Long Time.

Ten real estate transaction
wero
recorded In the probate clerk's office this morning by Augustlano Garcia, the owner of ten separate properties In and about Albuuuerciue.
Garcia has had the deeds. - to his
property- in his possession for varylini
periods or time up to twenty yearj
and not until toda did he take, the
precaution to have them put on record. It Is seldom a man Is so regardless of custom In matters of this
kind, but perhaps the small value
placed on the properties has something to do with this unusual negligence.
The smallest amount recorded as the price of property represented in any of the deeds is
17.50 and the largest amount S70.
and the total value of the ten pieces
of property is only a few hundred
dollars. But, better late than never,
and the deeds recorded today after
so long a delay may be burned and
the title to the property will be safe,
or as safe as It Is reasonable to expect, while if they had burned yesterday no end of dilliculty might
have been encountered by the owner to prove his titles clear.

ENGLISHMAN MAKING
TOUR OF THE WORLD
Gullett

an

Englishman,

who is working his way around the
world, spent Monday in this city. He
r,
was accompanied by Lewis L.
of Utica, N. Y. Both men are
Iie-vie-

expert

machinists and are working
on their Journey.
Mr. Gullett left 1'lymouth. Eng.,
on December 10, and sailed for New
York City, where he was employed
for some time. Later he came to
Chicago and Kansas, and has been
employed since May In the Santa Fe
shops at Topeka, where he was joined by Mr. lievter. They are en route
to El Paso, where they have positions
with the Southwestern railroad.
It is the purpose of Mr. Gullett
to go completely around the world
in 18 months, and this he believes he
should accomplish if he keeps to his
present schedule.
From El i'aso both men will go into Mexico and then to Cuba for a
Hhort time, returning by way of New
Orleans ami El I'aso and while working towards the coast they will stop
at the Grand Canyon of Arizona, of
which Mr. Gullett has heard a great
deal and speaks rather eagerly of
visiting. Krrnn San Francisco they
will ship to the Hawaiian Islands, or
if pressed for time, through to Japan.
Mr. Gullett said last night that he
wanted to touch InUwi and go
through the Suez canal stopping at
Algiers, Gibraltar, 1'arls and London.

their trade

LAWSQN OWNS BIG
PRESCOTT

c

SMELTER

Preueott, Ariz., July 30. Thomas
V. Lawson, of Boston, now owns the
near Prescott.
smelter
Humboldt
having secured possession on July S
twenty-liv- e
thousand
of all but
shares of the capital stock of the
Consolidated Arizona Smelting company.
The intention Is said to be to Inaugurate flotation and secure funds
for the enlargement of the plant and
development of the various copper
properties owned by the company.
It is said that Lawson proposes to
makes this smelter the largest in the
country And to develop th
mlnf
equal to those of the Amalgamated
company.
Copper
Subscribe fur Tlia Cmzra and get

the news.

lom

Pnjre One.)

This being a thing which was of direct benefit to the whole territory,
the other cities and communities of
the territory would contribute proportionately to the expense fund. He
assured the meeting that Las Vegas
Arrangements were completed to- would do her share and that he has
day whereby it is assured that the received promises of large private do
convention and tournament of the nations irom prominent business men
New Mexico Association of Firemen in various parts
of the territory
will Je held (n this city during fair while as for the Santa Fe railroad
week. A. M. Dettelbnch. secretary of It would lend every assistance pos
the association, is in the city today sible In encouraging and aiding the
and upon conferring with Manager enterprise, and this In a substantia
Hubbs and the fair officials, conclud- manner.
Thus It was Illustrated that such a
ed satisfactory arrangements.
The date decided upon for th con- stupendous undertaking as the holdvention and tournament is October ing of a national Irrigation congress
8, 9, and 10.
All races and events In Albuquerque Is not so stupendous
of the tournament will be conducted a proposition as at first supposed.
under the rules and regulations of
Natural llpnourcrfl.
the firemen's association and all enspeech Col. Twitch
tries must be members of the asso- ell All through ihls
referred to the nossl
ciation.
bJlittes
resources
and
of the south
Mr. Dettelbach, who is also the fire west. "1
am dealing only with hard
marshal of Santa Fe, said in speak- facts,"
he said, and he proceeded to
ing of the association:
"Our HSociutlon Is a benefit or- show the adamantine hardness of the
ganization and receives 10 per cent said facts. Some of these facts made
of the territorial insurance fund to be local business men literally gasp at
though residents of the
used In pensioning disabled firemen what they, years,
never had begun to
and aiding the widows and orphans section for
Derore.
realize
of firemen. The first death of a
"Do you know that the area of
member of the association occurred
Sunday. AVilliam Bolander of Santa tlllaible land between Santo Domingo
Albuquerque, exclusive of the
and
Fe died and 1100 goes to his sister
Pueblo Indian holdings, Is five times
form the firemen's fund.
as great as the famous Riverside
Will lie Big Affair.
of California and Just as rich
"I will shortly start on a trip to dintrict
In
possibilities." said Col. TwUchell.
visit all the fire departments In New
Speaking of the experiences of the
Mexico for the purpose of Initiating
Fe railroad.
Col.
Twltchell
members Into the association.
Our Santa
said
the road meant to simply force
organization Is generally
regarded
country.
colonization
in
this
He cltei
probwith much favor and It Is most
able that we will have a membership the resources of the Pecos valley for
example.
success
of the railroad
The
of between four and five hundred In
firemen before fair time. So far as Is that valley is phenomenal, but Itall due to the development of aelheard from by correspondence Ros-weSanta Fe and the American cultural resources of the valley. He
saia it was only in tne last seven
Lumber company will have teams to years
had the railroad began to re
compete In the events of the tournaalize what the colonization of this
ment.
The association Is growing country
meant to its Interests. What
fast and the attendance of firemen
a railroad rich Is a produc
at the fair will undoubtedly be makesfarming
community and for this
tive
large.
reason prlmarllly the Santa Fe is
Mr. Dettlebach will be the superbending
all
its
efforts in building up
intendent of the tournament at the
fair. On his trip throughout the ter- the resources of the section. What
ritory visiting the different fire com- benefits a railroad benefits a state and
panies he will seek to create an In- means general prosperity. Much de
terest In the big fair and work for penas upon the class of colonists
a large number of entries for the which settles up a region. One of the
great reasons why the Pecos valley
events of the tournament.
The fair officials will heartily co- is In such a thriving condition is thui
operate with the association in the Its farmers are not recruited from
of other sections
effort to make the tournament a suc the ne
cess. The events will receive proper of the 1'niteil Stales and other coun
advertising and tne races will
ue tries, but from the sons of prosner- featured In the program. There is a ous fanners of the northern states
widespread Interest In these contests and of the mldillewest, who had the
and due publicity will be given to necessary progressive spirit to emi
them. Mr. Dettelbach will return to grate to an untried region and, by
applying modern scientific methods of
Santa Fe this evening.
farming, redeem a new land and
make it blossom like the rose.
HOTEL AKUIVALS.
The
section of the terrl
tory Is not naturally better favored
Alva ratio.
by
than
nature
the Rio Grande sec
P.. R. Pollack, Zearin, Iowa; W. F.
tion, but It has had the advantage of
Becker, Chicago; John H. Avery, De- me
rigni Kind or settlers.
troit; Kenneth N. Avery,
Detroit;
Now Order of Things.
Miss E. C. Smith, Detroit; D. M.
Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
"We are on the very edee of a newEl Paso; Mr. and Mrs. Ben order of things in the Rio Grande
Lesser. New York City: Will C. Bar- valley," said Col. Twltchell. "the
nes, Las Vegas; M. P. Kelly, Las. Ve- eastern part of the terri'torv Is rnniii- gas; H. B, Henry, Las Vegas: Mrs. iy seimng up witih the right sort of
E. A. Edwards, Mesllla Park, N. M.; nomesteaders and soon
tide will
Claude Betsen, San Marclal; F. M. reach us here. It may the
be hard for
Blsbee. La Junta; H. T. Lowonthal. you to believe, but do you know that
New York City; T. W. Mitchell. Om
an tne available land for twenty
aha; F. H. Brandow, Denver.
mnes on eacn side of the Belen cutoff along the entire line has been takSt urge.
en up. You can readily surmise what
O. AY". Hlslop. San Francisco: Es- for the future of this
qipuln Baca, Pena Blanca; T. H. Mc this means
what It means for the railDonald, Denver; J. A. Lamb. Chi road. and1 am
employed In the induscago; Will C. Barnes, Las Vegas; J. trial department
of the Santa Fe
. Arcnieia,
jemez: V. J. McBride. look after the Interests
the load
Los Animas, Colo.; M. Abouslema, and I try to earn my of
salary; but.
Jetnez; G. Abouslema, Jemez;
Mr. more than that. I like my Job.
In
and Mrs. C. V. Donnell. Fullerton.
out of the employ of the railroad,
Cal.; Fred A. Brown, Holbrook, Ari or
I would devote my energies to aid-zona; G. C. Collins, Ames. Iowa; T. Ing in redeeming this glorious secP. Talle. Springer.
N.
M.: Jacob
1 venture
of God's country.
to
Chavez, Santa Fe; F. Flols, Las Ve- tion
state that any one who has inter
gas; J. C. Hanan, Chicago; W. J. ested
in
himself
resources
the
th's
Johnson. EI Paso; F. F. MeKrening, country would be se. o.i fireof wkh
St. Louis.
enthusiasm when he conte mplates the
future that awaits this . c.lon when
Savoy.
has been given but half a chance."
Chus. Hurley. Baton: Chas. Wvmer. It "The
of .in pudding I a the
Belen; Ed Shields, Clevelnnd. Ohio; chewing proof
the string." continued
'has. E. Barton. Grand Junction. the speaker.of "How
are we to awakColo.; J. K. Deilart. San Marclal.
en a widewpread activity in this Rio
Grande valley? First there must be
Crnlgp.
T
n. W. Rulrlim U'lmlnv- Tin. an initial performance upon the pa-- t
You are well awa.e
so. St. Louis, Mo.; A. W. DIUback, of Individuals.
of what the soil In this immediate
Santa Fe.
vicinity is capaible .of. This has long
been
illustrated on a limited scale.
Grand Central.
1 l.ti.riv...;.!
J r. .
1- I.
T
t Herman Bluher of Albuquerque, h:ks
Wlnddy, Las Vegas; F. Sawyer, New- - ' shown what can be done here by
ton, Ivan.
inousanus or otners ir men or nis
calibre were here to (k It. Mr.
MclrojMilitan.
Bluher has raised sugar beets within
Miss Caroline M. Watson, Chicago. a mile of this club which contain
over 17 per cent of saccharine elements, and that cannot be beat in
any of the thriving sugar beet disPOSTAL AUTHORITIES
tricts of Colorado.
Sugar licet I'nwihllitlcs.
"Many of you are familiar with the
FINE RAILROADS proposition
I
of certain capitalists, that
If sufficient farming land In this vicinity were devoted to sugar beet culChicago, July 30. Western
rail ture to supply its needs, a million
roads are near an open break with dollar sugar factory would be erected
the postoftlce department over the here. You are familiar with the wontransportation of mails owing to the derful productiveness of the Arkannumber of recent orders. The latest sas valley. That valley was once on
cause of grievance Is the Imposition a par In productiveness with this valof heavy fines for delay In deliver- ley and now not five per cent of the
ing malls.
revenue is gained here of what is
Hailroad officials held an import gained in the
valley. Yet
ant conference here yesterday to con- the land is Just Arkansas
as good here and the
sider the situation. They are amaztd possibilities Just as great. The sugar
10 una mat they are In danger of beet
In the vicinity of Rfcky
losing fifteen per cent of their mail Ford culture
means an annual revenue of not
pay unless they revise their schedule
less than $6uO.Ouo to the growers of
and place the mall trains on running that region. Every year hundreds of
time wnicn tney can maintain In all laborers from this vicinity go to
seasons.
Rocky Ford to work In the beej:
One of the new rules Drovides that fields. Cannot we not find profitable
if the mails are late, three times dur- labfir for these people nearer home?
ing a period of ninety days, the road It is a thriving farming communtly
shall be assessed fifteen tier cent nuv that makes a great city and there U
for the quarter.
no reason why the vicinity of Albuquerque should not be one of the
Long Live the Kliur
most thriving agricultural regions in
is the popular cry throughout Euro
the whole country."
pean countries, while in America,
"If you will simi up 5.000 acres of
Irrigated
cry
present
land for sugar beet cultithe
of the
dav is "Lon
live Dr. King's New Discovery. King vation, I'll agree to introduce your
or inroat ana Lung Remedies!" of delegates to the Sacramento congress
which Mrs.
Julia Ryder Paine. to a man who'll erect a million dolTurro. Mass., says: "It never falls lar beet sugar factory here." said Col.
to give immediate
relief and to Twltchell. "You have the labor and
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs. he'll do the rest." '
I 'In ii for Irrigation.
raine s opinion is shared by a maCol. Trtitchell dwelt upon the pejority of the inhabitants of this eoun-trthis community and
New Discovery cures weak lunas culiar needs of to
ditlhulties
be encountered,
and sore throats after all other the
as
such
rights and large
water
the
remedies have failed; and for coughs reservations of
the
Pueblo Indians,
and colds it's the only sure cure. but he believes
that this very diffGuaranteed by all druggists. 60c and icult is the solution
of the Irrigation
i.uu oottie tree.
problem for Albuquerque
and the
tributary territory.
Bring us your Job wont. Priors vast"Get
government
maintain
the very lowest and the work will one ditchtheof sufficient size to
for the four
stand Inspection anywhere. Business Indian pueblos
between
and
here
and calling cards a specialty.
to the north, and extending to
u
on the south, and you've solved
Isleta
Polishes and dressings for black,
problem. L'ncle Sam always take
tan. brown, white, plrnc, blue and the
case of the Indians." said Col. Twltchgray shoes at C. May's Shoe store, ell,
and he showed how a number of
314 West Central avenu?.
ditches are now used by the Indian.,
ll,
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who have warted the water and causplaces in the lowlands in
that region.
He declared that the land north
of this city, to say nothing of the
land In the three other direction, Is
of splendid quality, superior to the
Colorado Irrigated districts, and easy
of Irrigation, and he nwfke a sentiment In the audience which will put
Into shape plans for beginning the irrigation work at once.
He also urged the people of Albuquerque to take Immediate steps to
assert their priority In the matter of
certain ditches. He advised that an
appeal be made to the department of
Interior to Induce the government to
promote various
Irrigation projects
for the benefit of the Indians, which
projects would serve ths need of the
whole community and still remain
under the protection of government
Col. Twltchell also staled
control.
that much of the land between here
and Algodones which is now considered swamp land, can easily be
by proper attention to the
ditches. These lands have deterloateu
simply by reason of neglected ditches
and their value for agricultural purposes is in no way injured.
Delegates to Congress.
In speaking of the irrigation congress to be held next fall at Sacramento, Cal., Col. Twirchell urged that
the cities of New Mexico send as
many delegates and re.presenfatives as
possible to that gathering and at least
let the convention know that Nw
He advised
Mexico Is on the map.
that this city get up a collection of
photographs illustrating various agri
cultural features of the vicinity and
the progress made In building and
various enterprises and Industries together with printed matter telling of
the resources and possibilities of the
territory.
The cost of this sort of
advertising would be small and the
delegates attending the congress at
Sacramento would have something
definite to show. He urged that the
delegates from New Mexico go with
a message and do some agresslve
talking and explaining.
He pointed out how such gather-lnK- s
as the Irrigation
conuress
mould public opinion and are the
cause of the Inception of great bene
At these convenficent enterprises.
tions representatives of the press from
all over the country are present as
are the representatives of all kinds
of manufacturing concerns. To present a vital message at such a gathering would do much to advertise tlu
territory and attract capital and set
tlers. The congress could not be held
during fair week as sudh Is not the
custom of that body, but It could be
held the week Immediately preeeed-in- g
or succeeding the fair and so
be a valuable adjunct to the fair.
At the nose of the meeting a vote
of thanks was tendered Col. Twltchell
for his enlightening address and hi
part In causing the community to
aiwake to the possibilities before it.
Ttiuixliiy Night's .Meeting.
At the close of C1. Twitchell's address, the matter was discussed in
all Its phases, and toy advice of President Brooks, of the Commercial club,
it was decided to hold the meeting
Thursday night, the call for whUh
appears above, and to invite evo.y
citizen, business man ana farmer, tj
attend and get int-- Ur.e for making
of the Rio Grand! valley around Al- bitquernue the greatest farming m- J
well ns miltti let in the woii-ing a "real greater Albuquerque."
Col. Twltchell agreed to return for
this meeting and he will again quote
facts to show the possibilities of irri
gation In this viclnty. and also the
need of beng represented at tne na
tional irrigation congress at Sacra
mento and securing that meeting for
next year if the city wants it.
ed swanvpy
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HAD ONLY ONEUEG
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ON SMUGGLING

"Jlst naturally unfortunate," Is th
way Michael Lee, an aged man who
Is familiar
to Albuquerqueans as
"Uncle, the lead pencil man," who
sells pencils on the street corners o
the city.
Lee lost one leg a number of years
ago as the result of an accident. An
artificial limb enabled him to walk
fairly well until this morning when
he broke his only good leg. Now he
can not walk at all.
This occasioned the above remark
on the part of Uncle Lee.
The aged peddler was slightly un.
der the Influence of liquor this morning and fell over a fence at the brick
yard breaking his left and only leg
It sustained a compound fracture
which Is serious owing to Lee's age
and physical condition.
He was removed In Border's ambulance to St. Joseph hospital where
Drs. Cams and Reedy reduced the
fractures.
En route to the hospital, Lee told
tne story or his misfortunes between
groans of pain.
lie had the rheumatism, then he
lost his right lea: In an ily11 ent. thru
his wife died and now he lost his
other leg at least for a while. In addition to his other troubles Lee wafl
not sure whether he was In Albuquerque or Seattle. Washington, thU
morning at the time of the Rccldent
nd this occasioned him 'great mental distress.
"I'm Jlst naturally unfortunate
jist naturally." he said as he shook
his head gravely. "I'll bet I even
bust my wooden leg before I get
through."
The wooden leg Is made
In sections and Uncle Lee carefully
folded It up and placed It tenderly
In his coot pocket.
"But some day
I'll bet It breaks, too," he said.

An Italian, named Iandro Pach- eco, was arrested by Deputy I.'. S.
Harry
Cooper yesterday
.Marshal
near Rincon, N. M., on a charge of

smuggling horses over from the re
public of Mexico, and he Is now confined in the county Jail at Lns Cruces.
He will be tried later before u Justice of the pence. The authorities
are exercising extreme vigilance to
apprehend this sort of criminals as
considerable smuggling of livestock
has been going on at the Mexican
border of late. Deputy Marshal Coop
er returned to Albuquerque
this
morning.
NEGRO WIFE KILLER
SLAIN

BY

POSSE

Pa.. July 80. Georue
Thomas, a negro who shot his wife
here Sunday and then tied, was traced
to a barn near here last night by a
posse. Thomas refused to surrender
and shots were exchanged.
At daylight Thomas was found
dead. It has not been determined
whether he shot himself or was killed
by a bullet fired by the posse. His
wife is dl;:g in the hospital here.
VeRtehester.

MKS
MRS.

SIINN'IS.

ROBERTS,
ISABELLA LEE.
MAGGIE WAR LICK.
Itl" TALK.
Everybody buys iues. But do vou
buy a seamless?
Fu'.rclle Furniture
Company.

203

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

AVE-

BANK

j

COMMERCE.

Where to Dine Well

OF

1

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - ;

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make the
.dntlce lighter, the care leaa

telephone
The
your health, prolongs roar life
nd protect your home.

and the worries fewer.
VOU NKL

A

TELEPnOXK IX TOCIt

ITOMTfc

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

SCREENS

FLY"

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at price that efy
d
screen door In both strength and price. Window
screens that ar a strong as a door at 7 cents
per foot at th
eastern-ma-

SUPERIOR PliANINQ MIxZT
TTTa

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. I
loan Kodaks free.

HAWLEY

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

Consult

Reliable

a.

Dentist

Full Set of Teeth
fluid Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Crow, is
fA
Painless Extracting.. . 50c

$8

ALL WORK AMSOUTFLY

GUAR-

ANTEED.

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
and Delivered.
n
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque. N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

109-- 1

IJXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXZXXXXX

Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth St.
Hair Dressing
Shampooing
Scalp Trettmest

Fclal MaiMfe
Eleclrolofls

Manicuring
Chlldres's Hair Cutting

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480

Excursions
Every Tuesday,

Thurs-

day and Saturday during

all kinds
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, puffs. Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Aileen Rerg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.
Mr, and Mrs.

1 1

California

We manufacture

June, July, August
and September

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30
Extremely Low Rates

James Slaughter,

IIIIIIIIXIXTTTXXTTTTTTTTT

Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and

Yotir Credit is Good

San Francisco and Return $45

Proprietors

Return

. .

. $35

with

E. M AH ARAM

Clothe your family on $i.oo
per week

The Albuquerque

Get

Full Particulars

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checkiag Account
SSSSSSSMBSMWSMSWSiSM

When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is net necesbary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the 15ank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional
acilities for b arge and small

Hatters
ilata Cleaned and Blocked In
any Style Panamas a Specialty
Clothing
steam
Cleaned and Pressed.
Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
Ex-pro- se

OR SALE
Special Low Rates
To Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
City. One way or round trip ticket
furnished In any part of the United
States. Low rates to California. .See
us H 4 U buy.
MOOItlh TICKET OFFICE
113 Central Ave.
Member American Ticket Broker's.
,
Association.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Eastman Kodaks

HIOSOLl TIOXS OF ltKSPECT.
ate WtCoittrml
Whereas. Ieath. the grim reaner.
has invaded the Sacred ranks of the
Woman a Home Mission Society of
Win. Wallace McClellan
the Highland M. E. church, of Albu
querque, and taken from our mem
bership, our loved sister, Mrs. C. J. Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
Frank. Resolved, The Home Mission
Society haa eum.ilned a great loss, her
ALBUQUERQUE, M. A.
husband a good wife, her children- a
Notary Public
We extend to Mr.
model mother.
Frank and children, our sympathy. Collections made at Korber Building 124
.May He, who alone, understands
all
mysteries, comfort .and guide, each
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
sorrowing one. We show our tender
and 2 te 4 p. m.
regard for her memory, by setting
apart a page of our minutes to per
Residence
723 N. Fourth St.
petuate her memory. Further be it
Resolved, That a copy of these reso- utlons be furnished the family, also
oeKcmcmcmcmomcmcmomcm
be printed' in our dally papers.

committee:

PRESCRIPTIONS
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PUS. COPP and PETTIT.
12. N. T. ARM I JO I1LDG.

CHARGE

WE FILL

Michael Lee Better Known as
."Uncle" Says Hard LucK
All Came In Bunches.

ARRESTED

L

y.

j

i

ROOM
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accounts.
We solicit your account.

Corner

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

3rd St.& Gold Ave.
Phone 580.

300CC)000O000OW

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Do-aln-

O

W. O. PATTERSON

f rtel J3m rc lin
fcttilTelcpltone
Llvery
Ve4 Klvcr Avenue.
l--
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ONLY ATHLETE WHO HAS PLAYED
TRAINING ITALIAN EMIGRANTS AT HOME TO
FOR THREE WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP
BECOME USEFUL AMERICAN CITIZENS LATER
Rome, Italy. July 80. "Is the
Countess Ul Brarrji, formerly Miss
renl'J
Cora Slocum, f New Orlenn, system
attempting to reorganize the
of Italian emlirrntlon to the United
States, or In she abando vn hit vnot
philanthropic work, which has resulted in a renaissance of the Italian
lace Industry?"
Such was the question being ask- d in many parts or uaiy, ana mero
was much anxiety for a reply, since
the Countess could not be found either
the Soat Home, headquarters of Industry,
ciety of Italian Women's
of which she Is founder and president, or at the O.iMello dl Itrnxza,
her phllan-Itropl- c
whore she originated
work among the peasants.
The simple truth was that the
countess had t.iken rcruge for a little rest at the to.vn of Assist, and It
was there that I saw and talked
with her.
Like Her Work.
"Give up philanthropic work?" she
exclaimed. "No. Indeed! That would
I have Just founded
be a crime.
several new schools on my
plan.
"I became Interested In the question of emigration and "Immigration
after I came to Italy to live. I returned to the rutted States and infrom
terviewed Italian Immigrants
of
the Atlantic ocean to the Gulf
visiting
up
to Detroit,
Mexico and
emigrant ships, refuges and trains.
"Then I saw President Roseovelt
and the authorities who handle the
Immigrants and look after their interests. 1 took full notes from them
and then evolved my plan after returning home.
"I saw that what the vast numbersto
of Italians who yearly emigrate
need is eduthe United States mostly
cation In the English language. money
"When I saw the masses of
of the
utilized for the education
in
white and colored populations
America, the splendid libraries and

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

I.

','

i '

W

i

lkJii

if

Br

ft

imr

vi.-dt- .

them before thev go?"
"Precisely. The hundreds of thou- ino ot Italians who emigrate to the
United States do not willingly go
of the language.
tiiere Ignorant
Schools established In the principal
emigration
would save
centers of
them and help us.
"This Is phnwn by the
schools I founded In Calabria.
In parliament the Calabrlan deputies
extolled the work I wns enabled to
do there, thanks to the generosity of
English
and
French
American,
friends, and the governor of the
province declared them o be the only
permanent and rational Improvement
which has resulted irom ino earin-quak- e
for any of the Inhabitants.
"And just think each of these
Calabrlan workrooms and schools
combined, accommodating 25 women
and 50 children, who can live and
earn their bread there, cost only $2.-0to build, and as much more to
tqulp and run it until It became

j.;,

build schools
"Hut one cannot
without money, and that is what
stops me now. During 16 years I
have struggled almost without support financially, using my own money,
But I am aible to do little more in
the, work has
this way. Uesldes,
broadened until it Is now time that
government
or wealthy in
either the
dividuals take hold and neip tne
grat work now In progress."
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TKAIXED BX THE OOUXTESS
HH.ZZA.

ni-nX-

Pueiblo

BASE BALL

2

4

2

Batteries Bohannnn and McDon- ough; Morgan and Smith.
Omaha-De- s
Molnes
At Omaha:
game postponed.
American Association,
At Kansas City: Kansas City 4;
Minneapolis 4.
At Louisville: Louisville 0; Indian.
a potts 1.
At Columbus: Columbus 8; Tol.v
do 8.
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee 12; S
Paul 4.
'DeWItt's Little Early Risers. Small,
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
O'Rlelly A Co.

IVIIEHE THEY PLAY.
National League.
Boston at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
American Ijeasrue.
Chicago at Washington,
tit. Louts at Philadelphia.
Detroit at New York.
Cleveland at Boston.
HOW THEY STAND.
National League.
Won. Lost. Pet. SUDDEN
.731)
Chicago
65
24

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

DEATH

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
GEORGE
Star Shortstop of the
Chicago, III., July 30. Ball play
ers consider it a rare privilege 10
participate in a single series for the
world s championsnip.
A few have ben fortunate enough
o take part In two such struggles.
Hut what of the athlete who quali
ties In three nnd still stands in line
for the fourth?
If you think this Is a record .0 be
proud of then tip your hat to GeorgeDavis, veteran shortstop of the Chiago White Sox. He Is the only ac
tive player to turn the trick.
It was 14 years ago that Davis first
heard the call "play ball" In the first
game of the series between Cleveland and Boston for the world's cham
Davis guarded tne tnira
pionship.
sack for Cleveland. He had been
playing a year or two In tne Dig
a star
league and was accounted
among such diamond heros as Clark- i
son, Kelly, nennen, iaaii,
nnd Cy Young.
cop
ine series,
Cleveland did not
hil-aicc-

Long Live the Kins:
Is the popular cry throughout Euro
pean countries, wnne in America,
the cry of the present day Is "Long
live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
of Throat and Lung Remeaies: 01
Paine,
Julia, Ryder
whioh Mrs.
Turro, Mass., says: "It never falls
relief and to
to give immediate
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
maby
ds
ehared
opinion
Palne's
jority of the inhabitants of this country. New Discovery cures weak lungs
nnd flora throats after all other
remedies have failed; and for coughs
and colds It's the only sure cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c and
$1.00 bottle free.

1

ISN'T A MAN EASY?

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

DAVIS.

t'liiciio Wliltc

Sox.

con
but all the games were closely gave
tested, and it was his play that
reputation
that he has
Davis the

omccnB and ommcTOR

York-Detro-

.073
.470

IT WEANS HIM

When there Is the slightest Indica
tion of Indigestion, heart burn, flat
ulence or any form of stomach trou
ble take a little Kodol occasionally
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
by J. H. O RIeUy & Oo.

The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

u.

m.

money.

Mexican Central
The
Railway

of

::

The City of Mexico

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

and many other places worth
seeing.
The Richest Mining, Lumber
and Cattle Producing I .amis
Made Accessible by lliis
Great System.

Wholesale Grocers

CITY

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Whose Fault Is It?
The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's What!" "It's
up to you" to insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

Genl. Pass. Agent.
OF MEXICO. MEXICO.

lin

still

Tht Bridfleld Regulator15

w

FBBBd(M

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feel
PALMETTO ROOF FAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

408 Witt Railroad

Avnua

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Um.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llquot
and Cigars, Place your orders fe
this line with us.
NORTH TH T.D BT

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Kinds ot Freb and Salt
Steam Saniwge Factory.
EMIL KL1KNWOHT
Masonic Building, North TUi?d Btre

i

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

j. c. Mcdonald,

enn

::

o,

EL PASO, TEXAS.
W. D. MTTRBOCK,
Passengnr Truffle Manager.

a;wiU'.

::

2nd mud Cold

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent

bok

n

2nd mad Gatd

From the north to the south
and with Its branch lines reaches the most important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, Ban
Louis, Potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-tGuadalajara,

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of plaois and things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

it!l

r.

ALBUQUERQUE

Traverses the Republic

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

f"r trva..ie

DKPoiroerr

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Mexico

learn of much that is
intensely interesting and create
a desire to visit the

Send

Caaolar
AasIaUnt Cashier
Director

We are always glad to assist those
who destre to "turn over a new leaf."

THE

Standard

Vlc

Authorised Capital
600JM.It
S26t,Q00.tt
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depesltory for Atchlsos, Topeka A Santa Ft itallwty Company

TOURISTS

pricelc

Prwldtal
President

handled with care ever since.
Two years later he was found playing with New York when that club
clashed with Muggsy McQraw's Bal
timore team lu the Temple cup games.
Many nresent day fans recall that
momentous series. Despite the ef
forts of the Baltimore mobs. New-the championship
York captured
with the assistance mainly of Rusle
nnd Meekin. who mowed down the
opposing batsmen amid showers of
epithets nnd more tangible missiles.
Davis played the game of his life.
everybody remembers
the
And
strenuous combat of last year. It was
ever
the most notable world's series
played, and the veteran shortstop
steadied the White Sox Infield and
gathered everything that came his
way. Just as he had done 14 years
ago for Cleveland.

Can

No woman's happiness can be completa
without children; it
is her nature to love
and want them
as much so as it is
to love the beautiful and pure.
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system forthe comingevent
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
remedy is always applied externally, and
has carried thousands
of women through the
trying crisi without t suffering.

1

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA B. RATNOLD8
H. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK UcKHl
R. A. FROST
B. F. RATNOLDI

Mc-Inty- re

Chicago-Washingto-

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

The best remedy lor bach ache,
of the
weak kidneys, lnflamatlon
bladder Is DeWItt's Kidney and Blad
der Pills. Their action Is prompt
and sure. A week's treatment for
2oc. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
"My child
was burned terribly
o
about the face, neiok and chest.
arDlled Dd. Thomas' Ecleetrlo Oil
Risers
Early
DeWItt's Little
lie pain ceased and the child sanK
Small, sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H.
Into a restful sleep." Mrs. M. Han
O'Rlelly & Co.
son, Hamburg, N. Y.
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Batteries
a aereeant when nonuniuiy uiscnargGtbKon; L! ml a man and Bro.vn.
e dat Indianapolis. Indiana, on June
10, 1S65. Since romlng to New MexAiiHlian Iieague.
R II. E. ico he Joined Mcltea Post No 1.
At Boston:
3
9
4
Grand Army of the Republic, which
Boston
3 was
8
2
the tlrst organization of Its kind
Cleveland
Winter and Crlger: In the territory, and when it
Batteries
and Bemls. Phlladelphla-St- .
became a member of Carle-to- n
IJolihardl
At Philadelphia:
Post. No. 3. He was Junior vice
commander of the local post.
Louis game postponed: rain.n
At Washington:
grounds.
et
game postponed:
A Memorable Pay.
it
At New York: New
One of the uay we remember with
game postponeil; rain.
pleasure, as well as with profit to
nnr hAnlth la the one on which we
Leutfue,
Weitom
with Dr. King's
R. H E became acquainted
At Denver:
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
Denver
bllllousness.
that cure headache and
Pueblo
tba howcll rlnht. 250 St "I'
R. II. E. mnA
Second game:
... M
3 dealer.
14
.
Denver

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strickler, Y. P. and Cashier: W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell.
Geo. Arnct, O. E. Cromwell.
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ITALIAN EMIGRANTS MAMMi LACK AT HOME.
Institutions built or building out of stantly pouring Into the United States,
with the native population,
to the population,
all proportion
you. of what use is even a
while In Italy there Is absolute pento a population Inury of every kind of book for the Chicagobyuniversity
an Illiterate horde Ignorant
vaded
public's use nnd higher schools are of
language?
the
lucking. It made me sick at heart.
"In the nible we read that little
"Immigrants from Italy are con- - David
lew big Goliath by putting a
fone In his brain.
"The stone aimed nt the brain of
the United States is the Ignorant,
immiilliterate
sordid, unhealthy,

ft

52

ALLOWED

INTEREST

Extends to Depositor Ever7 Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $10.000.00.

w&!0Z4

Pittsburg

NSW MEXICO

Willi Ample Means and Unsnrpnned Facllltls

Educate TIhmu JHrst.
"i'our plan, then, Is to educate

1)1

-

Capital and surplus, $100,000

grant."

SOME FITVHE AMERICANS
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ALBUQUERQUE
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GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Phone 8

Corner Third mnd Mmrquettm

ejofxex0
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established ms.
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B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE CROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries ta
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

AU

RAILROAD AVENUE.

lot0OO0wM&)OCeJ

ALBUQUERQUE.
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENING

"CLUB WORSE RIVAL THAN ANOTHER WOMAN;

8 TO

CITIZEN.

breaking in

EACH

KISSES NECESSARY TO HAPPY MARRIED LIFE"
...

..

.......

.

UU...UI

Just divorced, shrugged her famous
dimpled shoulders and made a few
observations concerning matrimony.
"A man who Is a "good fellow Is
not a good husband.
"When a man Is a "good fellow It
la his wife who has to suffer.
"Home Is where the heart Is, but
never where the club Is.
"Kisses are as necessary to happiness In married life as money.
"I would rather have a kiss once
In a while and an evening at home
than all the money In the world.
"Kisses and affection are absolutely necessary to a woman's happiness.
"A man can't belong to sevetal
clubs and to a home at the same
time.
"A club Is a worse rival than another woman.
"I would never marry another clubman.
"If he belonged to several clubs
he would huve to resign thttn at

TRIBE

AYc1

ill

?

III

y-J-

'

Again.

"So you think von mlirht be Induc
ed to wed again?" was suggested to
the willowy Mrs. Waters.
"Nothing Is Impossible," she murmured. Indeed, It Is rumored that
as soon as her Interlocutory decree
shall become final, Sept. 29. she will

become the bride of a Wall street
y
broker.
Who ever the man may be, he will
have to have himself Inoculated with
the love virus and get himself stung
by a kissing bug before he can hope
to qualify as the husband of the
girl with the dimpled shoulders.
Above all. he must rid himself of
all club connections
and promise
never to wander from his own fireMay Hopkins Waters, the "Girl
side.
Young Mrs. Waters
came
Into married to Thomas L. Waters,
a
prominence when hardly out of her
teens, because of her shoulders, wealthy lawyer. They kept their se-- I
which have real dimples a mighty
rare sort of beauty In woman
when she was an artists' model, and
she was greatly admired when she 10,000 LAMBS BOUGHT
went on the stage. In person she Is
tall and blond.
October 30, 1904, she was secretly
8Y COLORADO FEEDERS

170

DEGREES IN
SHADE IN TEXAS

1IFXP WANTED.
HKLP WANTED ll thai Is your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.

Government Paying Pottawatomie Indians at Kansas
Reservation.

the altar."

Might

needed

Classified Advertisements!
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With the Dimple,! Shoulders."
cret a venr. Now he Is navlnir her
alimony at 250 a month.
RATON

METHODISTS

T0J0IL0

CHURCH

Wagon Mound. N. M.. Julv 30.
Raton, X. M., July SO. (Special)
(KH'Wul)
The Vorenberg
MercanRev. W. S.
pastor of the Baptile Co., of this place, has sold 8,000 tist church, Cutler,
has resigned to take eflambs to Louis H. Kephart, a promi- fect Immediately.
Cutler will
nent feeder of Holly, Colo. Mr. Kep- take the position of Mr.
assistant trainhart has purchased 10.000 lambs at master of the Santa
Fe with head-

this point for October delivery. The
cost of shipping to Holly Is 13 cents
each and the price paid Is $2.25 per
lamb. Alfalfa Is $3.50 and corn
$16 per ton at the feed yards In
Holly.
Last year Mr. Kephart sold
4,000 lambs In the Kansas City market at $ per hundred pounds, clearing $2.60 per head net.
Mrs. Kllzabeth Pascoe, proprietor
of the Pascoe hotel, has disposed of
her town Interests and with her
daughter. (Via, will remove to Fort
Collins, Colo. She will retain her
large ranch, 17 miles west of this
place.

Houston, Texas, July 30. A dispatch from McGregor. Limestone
county, Sunday, says that the most
terrific heat visitation ever known
there was experienced Sunday which
was endured about an hour and twenty minutes.
The thermometer registered 179 in
the sun and 117 in the shade.
An area of three miles long and
two miles wide was affected and the
visitation was accompanied by a peculiar haze hanging like a veil In the
sky which moved over the area affected.
Rrassy tastes appeared In people's
mouths and there was an Incipient BROTHERS WILL
panic. A score of people were overcome the horses, cattle, hogs and
poultry dropped dead in their tracks,
FORM PARTNERSHIP
one man losing 35 head of stock.
The phenomenon has . not been explained.
Roy. X. M., July 30. (SmhIiiJ)
Robert Vance, of I.os Angeles, Cat.,
arrived today to visit his brother,
The C harming Woman
Is not necessarily one of perfect form William Vance, a prominent old time
and features. Many a plain woman stockman of this place. The brothWilliam
who could never serve as an artist's ers will form a partnership.
model possesses those rare qualities Vance has been here forty years and
has run as high as 40,000 head of
that all the world admires: neatness, stock
and
clear eyes, clean smooth skin and has from his range here alone
several thousand acres of patentthat sprlghtllness of step and action ed land.
that accompany good health. A physically weak woman Is never attractGet a free sample of Dr. Shoop'i
ive, not even to herself.
Electric
Coffee" at our store. If real
Bitters restore weak women, give "Health
disturbs your Stomach, your
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth, coffee
or
Kidneys, then try this clever
Heart
velvety skin, beautiful complexion. Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop haa
Guaranteed at all druggists, 60c.
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Kodol will nourutt and strengthen Coffee
in flavor and taste, yet It hat
your dlgesettve organs and furnish
a single grain of real Coffee In it.
the natural digestive juices for your not
Dr.
Shoop's
Coffee Imitation
stomach. It will make you well. Ko- Is made fromHealth
pure toasted grains or
dol digests wlia' you eat.
Sold by J. cereals, with Malt, Nuts,
etc.
Made
O'Rlelly & Co.
In a minute.
No tedious wait.
You
will surely like It.
by C. U.
""4
A cleansing, clean, cooling, sooth- Brlgham.
ing, healing household remedy la De
Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve.
FIFE'S gooi, coi.d nocrr
Sold by J. II. O'Rlelly & Co.
AT 'ALTOX'S DIU i STOIttl bee

Holton, Kan., July 30. Six hundred and sixty Indians of the Pottawatomie trtbe are being paid $348. 5S
each on the Pottawatomie reservation
near here. The payment started at
1 o'clock Saturday.
The government recently decided to
pay the Pottawatomie
Indians the
amount due them under the treaties
of 1846 and bring the guardianship
to an end If possible. Congress last
winter appropriated
f414.14H.77 to
make the settlement.
The
interior
department ordered that two payments be made. Oire is for $230,-064.now in progress at the agency.
The date of the second payment of
I1M.0M.57 has not yet been fixed.
Where the head of the family Is
responsible, he Is allowed to collect
for the children. Otherwise the government holds the money until the
children are 18 years old. The largest amount drawn by one famllv was
$4,220.38.
This sum was paid to the
wife and ten children of James man-doa white man who has been Interpreter at the Pottawatomie agency
for nearly forty years. The payment
Is made by check under the direction
of G. L. Williams, the Bgent.
Merchants There In 1'orce.
nan a nunorea mercnants rrom
the towns close to the reservation
are ar the agency to collect their accounts. The Indians are big buy
ers and the merchants trust them
but as this Is a big payment and next
to the last that will be made to the
1'ottawatomles, settlement Is demand
ed.
Few Indians keep their checks
nan an nour arter they get them.
Three banks have offices on the
grounds. There was perhaps $150,-00- 0
in cash at the agency yesterday.
Xo one had fear of robbery and there
was not an otllcer on the reservation.
Eighty members of the tribe are
living In northern Wisconsin. Agent
Williams will go there next week to
pay them. The payment yesterday
drew a big crowd to the agency and
me jnoians were in picnic attire.
The only disturbances were by a
drunken Indian and a crazy woman
wno nau to oe ejected rrom the pay
office.
The Indians gambled, their money
changing hands
raoldlv.
Chuck.
luck, three-car- d
tnonte, craps and
poker are the games most In favor.
Having little Idea of the value of
money the Indians are hannv wheth
er they win or lose. The Indian?
are taking titles to their lands
on
the
reservation
and selling
mem to wnite men. It Is believed
that within five years the whites wil
own most of the reservation, which
is eleven miles square.
Some Have Good Homos.
The tribal government is no lonaer
recognized by the government and
Mnsh-n- o
exists only In sentiment.
has su'Teeflefl the late Kack-kac- k
as
rnier, hut no attention Is paid to him
except for the use of his name in
the tiibsl history preserved by the
educa. d Pottawatomie, who Include
about thirty families. The educated
Indians live In cnmfort.nble homes
numbtrrg the white people of the
tnwns among tnetr rriends.
Fewei
than twelve white men have mar
ried Into the Pottawatomie tribe m
recent years.

quarters here.

Heavy rain is falling over this porof the country, extending from
Springer. X. M., to Trinidad, Colo.
The crops on Johnston Mesa
will
be greatly helped.
The contract was given todav for
the construction of a new Methodist
church to cost $20,000.
The work
of tearing down the old building
will commence next week. The new
building will e completed
In
six
months and will cover 100x140 feet
of ground. The Rev. Win. Reece is
the pastor. Judge C. M. Hayne and
wife contributed $1,000 of the fund.
Yhe membership of the church
Is
nearly 300.
At a meeting last night the I. O.
O. F. local lodge of this place decided to give a grand excursion to I'te
Park over the St. Louis Iron Mountain and Pacific railway on Labor
day, September 2nd.
The excursion
will be open to all. Six coaches have
been engaged, prominent
speakers
will be present.
Invitations' will be
sent to surrounding towns to Join
the excursion.
tion

FORT BAYARD, NEW MEXICO.
July 22, 107. Sealed proposals In
triplicate for Extension to Water
System (875 feet 4 Inch pipe) at this
post, will be received here until 11
a. m. August 10. 1907. and
then
opened. Information furnished
on
application.
United States reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelopes containing proposals should
be endorsed "Extension
to
Water
System" and addressed to Capt. S.
P. Vestal, Q. M.

HAIR DRKSSKft

AXD
DIST.

CIHROPO- -

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oddo
site the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
lng out; restores life to dead hair
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini

Use
Kennedys
laxaitve Cough
Syrup. Contains no opiates. It drives
the cold out of the system by gently
moving the bowels. Contains Honey
and Tar and tastes nearly as good as
maple syrup. Children ilk it. Sold
by J. H. O' RIelly
Co.
o
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlsen. HELD

FOR

DEATH

OF ARIZONA

WOMAN

Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
always be depended upon.
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer is over. Buy it now.

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort a b le from
'he start,
The burninff and a chin or
saused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are presented bv the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
:omfort. '
A stylish
shoe

romfortable

Jkrm
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)xfords,
$3-S-
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west

Gold.

FOR RENT 3 housekeeping rooms,
well furnished, very close in. Lloyd
nunaK.er, --'"5 west Gold.
FOR RENT
dwelling, fur- nisned. modern throughout.
First
Lloyd Hunsaker
class location.
sus west Gold.
FOR RENT Room with board at
BIS East Centrnl avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front rooms, near business cen
ter; rates reasonable.
Corner
hixth and Railroad. Apply at rear,
FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very rea
sonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralge
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.
FOR RENT Several small cottages,
an nicely furnished for housekeep
lng.
J. B. Block,
Jemes
Hot
Springs. N. M.
EMPLOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
ine citizen s want column will fur
nish you a quick and ready means
or securing it at a minimum expenditure.
Put a want ad In The
Citizen today and be at work tomor
row.
: OK SALE
house,
Kilt SALE One
Apply at Mann Sadfurnished.
dlery Co. 114 North Second street
F("i It fU LE
Pa rlor set an d dining
room couch; good as new and very
cheap. 423 Fruit avenue.
FOR SALE Two fine Jersey cows!
also fine heifer calf a month old
3 in Copper avenue.
A SNAP
The best navlng hotel busl
ness In New Mexico for $1,800 cash.
See 11. L. Schutt, 219 South Second
street.
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull.
Inquire mornings, at 411 North
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
FOR SALE Half Interest in estab
lished poultry business. Bred-tLay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger.
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.

ligh Shoes,
$4.00

Zet us fit you.
121

EXCURSION
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Albuquerque. N. M.

nn n t. iicbt
Physician

Rooms 8
lilts;

Colorado

and Surgeon.
Armljo Building.

& 8, N. T.

luiiivtnv

a.

v,

.

HonieoiMMhlo PhvNcinns
and Surgeon
Over Vann s Pnig
P""-- . Ofllce and Resilience,Store.
828.
DR. C. A. FRAN K!

And Principal Eastern Point

Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5. Barnett bldg. Of8 to 12 and 2 to 5, 7 to 8

On Sale Dally

fice hours
p. m.

June Is! to Sept. 30th
UNDERTAKER
IlORDEJIS

via

ARCHITECTS
Rnnma At. At TI..
nett building, Albuquerque, N. it
pnones.
Mom
NOTARY PUBLIC.
F. W. Snencxr.

I.aMaddlson.
Chllders.

Thos. K.
Office with W.
West Gold avenue.

11

I will mall you free, to prove merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restorative, and my Book on either Dyspepsia. The Heart or The Kidneys.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys are merely symptoms of a
deeper aliment.
Don't make the
common error of treating symptoms
only. Symptom treatment is treating
the result of your ailment, and not
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves
the inside nerves mean Stomach
weakness, always.
And the Heart,
and Kidneys as well, have their controlling or inside nerves.
Weaken
these nerves, and you inevitably have
weak vital organs.
Here is where
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made its
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat the "Inside nerves."
Also
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop s Re
storative.
Write me today for sam
ple and free Book.
Dr. ShooD. Ra
cine. Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
an ueaiers.
o

Port Bryon. N. Y.. has witnessed
one of the most remarkable cases of
healing ever recorded. Amos F. King
of that place says: "Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured a sore on my leg
with which I had suffered over 80
years.
I am now eighty-five.- "
Guaranteed to cure all sores, by all
dealers, 25c.
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Low rates. Ions; limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and w
will plan your trip back east. Mfm
are all going. Why not youT

T.

n. O'RIEIAY

CO.

E. PURDY, Agent

A. T. & S. F. RY.

D. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms It and 14 Cromwell Blue,
Aiouquorque. Telephone Na. tin.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
your digestive organs and furnish tha
natural digestive juices
for your
stomach. It will make you well. Kodol digests what you eat. Sold by
J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
Are you looking for sometnlngT Remember the want columns of Tha
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.
A Wonderful Happening.
The best remedy tor backache,
weak kidneys, Intlamatlon of the
bladder is DeWItt's Kidney and Bladder Pills.
Their action Is prompt
and sure. A week's treatment for
25c. Sold by J. H. O Rielly & Co.
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CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

N
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PHICE
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AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG
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KILL the COUGH
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J.

Railroad Araoot

Homeopathic Physician and Sargeoa
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SOLD IiY

CHAPLIN
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six-roo- m

San Uernardino, Cal
July 30.
Following the death i Mrs. Ygnaclo
FOUND.
Rubla, owner of hotels at HitJiee, FOUND
Through the want column
Xaco and other mining towns of Ariof The Evening Citizen, Just what
zona, Xazarlo Gonzales was arrested
you have been looking for.
An
last night, suspected of having been
advertising source sure to bring re
instrumental in causing the death.
turns
expenditure.
for
small
a
Try
The woman came here in a dying
want aa and re convinceu.
condition but went to the bank with
We do it right, KOCUII DRY. Im
Jonzales, who carried her at times,
and drew all her money and gave it perial Laundry Co.
to a local merchant with instructions
t' give it to (ionzales if she digd.
She died the same night. The sherilt
learned that (.ionzales gained possesREAL ESTATE
BARGAINS
sion of the funis and Jewelry and
was preparing to leave
for Mexico
FOR SALE,
when arrusted. The autopsy developl'our room adobe house
ed that the woman died of peritonand about an acre of
itis, but (ionzales will be held while
lino garden bind, W.
an Investigation is ma le of the
Central avenue
$ 800
cause.
Tlirc it on liouso, four
o
lnl.s,
.North
l'uiirtli
Woman loves a clear, rosy comstreet
J, 000
plexion.
Rurdock Illnod Hitters purl-fle- s
Threw
room
liouso
and
the blood, clears te skin, restores
un ncro of land, tlircu
ruddy, sound health.
inili-north of town..
400
Tlin-tl
room house,
ctnnphw, two
tonI hordes, spring
wajron and one ucro
of laud
500
Six riMim Iioum', West
To weak and a!1Ini women, them ti st Irsnt one
New York ntcnue... 2,M0
war to he Id. but with that war. two Insauim.
Six room house. West
tnut be combined. One it local, one U contit
.Marquette uvt'liuo . . . 1,800
tional, but both are important, both ewuutlal.
iMgm (..lira Is tno
at.
IKJIl RENT.
I'r. Hhoop'ii hfUratlve, the Constitutional.
Six
room brick house,
The former Ur. fcliooD'NiifhtCur
li mnlral
liath,
cellar,
mucoii membrane nupiH ltory remedy, while pr.
Fourth
fchoop l kestorauve U wholly an internal treatward
$20.00
ment. Tha Kuilorative Kucha throughout ths
Iom
in
HaU,
AlMirtiiiints
seeking th n pair of all iicrvo.
entire
,
room-six
modtwo
to
tliiuo. and all blood ailmeuu.
ern conveniences, slit u ?' 00
Tha "Night Cure", a it nam implies, does It
room brick Immiho,
work while you sleep. It tootam aoru and in Ham-- i
lour
mucon aurfauea. heal local weakiinaei and
batli, cellar. Fourth ward 23.00
dUchargea, while tha KestoraUre. hmi n. rv,n.
Sex i n room
brick lion",
excitement, givea renewed vigor and sinbitnai.
modern, f iiruiMhcd or unbuild up wated tisnuea. brbiging alxsit renewed
furnished, eloM in.
jlreugth, vigor, and energy, lake l)r. Mioop 1
'Hint rooms for lighthouse- Kestorative TaMcUor Lwui'l
a g.tieral unio
keeping, close in
to Urn nytwio.
ox poailivi: local httlp, Uaaaa wail
15.00
lite roomstreethouse, South 15.00
File room frame, I'lrM
ward
20.00

Dr. iShoop's
Nig'ht Cure

thafs

absolutely

c

Weak Women

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy

MONEY to LOAN

WANTtCD,
On
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs
At once, competent girl Horses. Wagons and other Chattels
to do cooking and general house- also on SALARIES AND WARS
work. Small family; no wanning; HOUSE RECEIPTS.
low
lis
high wages. Mrs. Pinion Stern, U2 land as high
aa $200. Loans ar
West Copperavenue.
quickly made and strictly
WAN'TBD
rooms for Time: Ona month to one yearprivate
Furnished
glveo
llghthousekeeplng.
Call on or ad- Goods
remain In your possession
dress. Cleo Hackley, 110 West Gold
Our rates are reasonable Call ann
avenue.
W A XT ED An experienced saleslady see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
for department store. Good steady
place for the right .party. Address Steamship tickets to and from a
"A. R." this office.
parts of the world.
WANTED
Gunny sacks, all kinds.
Rooms t and , Grant Bldg
K. W. Fee, 602 So u t h First st reet.
SOS 4 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED Dining room girls. Apply
PRIVATE OFFICES.
H04 South Third street.) At Meyers
Open Evenings.
House.
.WANTED Car carpenters, car reMALKSMEX WANTED?
pairers, laborers, needed at Albuquerque shops. Confer with Master
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Mechanic for details.
WANTED
People who want something, to advertise In The Citizen's
LAWYERS.
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
Ira M. Bond.
hundred fold.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, II T.BL.
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish N. W.. Washington.
D. C.
Pensions
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call land patents,
on miss
crane. 512 North letter patents, copyrights, caveats
trade marks, claims
Second street Millinery at half
price,
R W. I). P.mn.
ANTED At once, woman to do
ATTORNBr AT LAW, Albuquer
housework;
good que,
small family
M.
Office,
First NaUonai
wages, inquire Mrs. f. E. Sturges, Bank N.building.
zs .Norm second street.
E. W. Dobson.
MEN WAXTicn.
ATTORNEY
LAW.
Offles
VIEN WANTED
Somewhere even-day- . Cromwell block. AT
Albuquerque, N. 31
If you are looking for a Job
put a want a a in The Evening
's
DENTISTS.
want column and M will do
the rest.
DR. 3. Ii. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
FOR ItETTT.
Rooms I and , Barnett bulldlui
FOR RENT Desk room in an office over
with all the conveniences. Address No. O'Rlelly's drug store. Phon
744. Appointments made by mat.
stating business P. tl. Rox 354
FOR RENT Twelve-acr- e
DIL C. A. KLLKR,
ranch
close In; mostly alfalfa. 315 Cop- N. T. Armljo Building.
pfrn venue.
Phone 869.
Edmund J. AlaU. r f 5"
FOR RENT
modern cot
tage, in first class condition, $13
No. 106 Patlroad avenue.
Oftie'
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West Gold
hours,
s, m.. to 11:80 p. in.:
FOR RENT
modern dwell P. m. to I p. m. Both phones. l:l
Ap
ing, partly furnished; near park polntments mad by
mall.
Reasonable rent. Lloyd Hunsaker,

c

Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.

LOANS.

WAXTKD

ry

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor

PERSONAL PROPERTY
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and SLIPPERS

WOMEN'S OXFORDS

4

4
4

Just the kind of shoes you need
For house, dress and street wear.
They are sty llsh, fit well and feel comfortable.
for the hot weather.
compar
ed with the satisfaction they gfve.
Their cost Is but nominal as

4

4

rn i i f i i f

-

THK t IJ'IAKX?
Owing to the fiirt thnt even
the best carrier boys The Oltl- sen Is able to secure will now
and then fall to deliver your pa- per and also owing to the furt
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly npprop- rlnle The fttlssen left nt your
door and forget to return It,
with
this paper hus arranged
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy in
the event thnt yours falls to
reach you. There is no addition- al expense to you. If your pa- per does not reach you by reg- ular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONK
NL'MHKH 86 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
In
with a copy of The Cltixi-n- .
this Manner, w! can nlo keep
our
track of the "misses" of
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
HRMKMBEK THE M'MBEU
PIIONK S.

i)ItiI
city.

Pongnla Oxfords, llgtit or heavy solos
Vic KU1 Oxfords light or heavy soles
Patent Kid Oxfords, light or heavy soles
CanvBS Ozfordx, light or heavy soles
Viet Kid Slipper, light solos
Vict Kid Sandals, light sole

$1.50
2.25
2.50
1.50
1.10
1.50

I .AS 1.75
2..V) 8.00

8.00
2.00
1.50
1.25

3.50
2.25
1.75
2.00

j$

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

I Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

f

We Have the Largest Stock of
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

I

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

3

GO.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

Savin

f

i

'

Refrig-

erators
is the
most
complete
in the city

Water
Coolers

I

JaigyJ
x'
KCpSfe

Cream
Freezers

"TTj

j

Daven- -

fe&P
'

Water

0

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
. Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

THE

ITT

Diamond, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
trade and guarantee A SQUAltK DEAli.

UIIUOIUQQI

We In rite

M
Stcond-1-

Petrlella Is acting secretnry of the
'Vef,tirn Fedi ration of Mlnprs, and
th?
f r his arrest was sworn
out In connection with the great Iron
mlneis' strlk- - in this section, now
Involving 2. Oca men.
Petilellu hiit been acting secre- -

ntOVIXKS,

Avenue

Colorado Springs, Colo., July 30.
At the coroirer's imiuest over the re-

mains of Laura Matthews, whose
dead body was discovered yesterday
morning. Miss Green, the nurse and
Miss Matthews' companion admitted
writing several letters to friends of
Miss Matthews, stating that
Laura
had been informed of the finding of
ine Doay.
She explained this by saving that
she anticipated the event. Miss Green
testified, that, several days ago she
ana Laura visited a local mortuary
and the girl selected a casket, re
marking: "This Is the kind of casket
wish to be buried In."

We ordered by wire a solid case of Underwear on
It has been delayed in transit all summer
and has just reached us. This is a fine grade of White
Unbleached, Ribbed Underwear with French neck and
shaped to fit the form. It's worth 75 cents a garment
and should have been all sold at this figure had it
May 25th.

ar-riv- ed

in season.
In order to move it without delay we have placed
the entire 36 Dozen on sale at 50 cents a garment.
Mail orders promptly filled. Sizes, 34 to 50 Shirts; 30
to 50 Drawers.

W i n cl c

I

i

Clothing Specials
100

suits to close

two-pie-

ftt

M. D.

pj

t

These are odds and ends worth $14.00 and $15.00

200 choice business suits to close
AH $18.00

and $20.00 and $22.00 godds.

rr
.oil

15.00

Furnishing Specials
60 dozen shirts, worth 75c, to close

75c
95c

at

50 dozen shlrU, worth $1.60, to close

at

CO

dozen shirts, worth $1.75 and $2.00

at

to close

1.45

Hanan & Douglas Shoes
We believe we have the two most popular lines of
shoes in their respective classes in the United States.
For style and durability the Hanan stands alone at
$5 to $6.50, and for popular priced goods at $3.50
and $4, the Douglas shoe is unexcelled for honest value

SIMON STERN EJSrSLr
BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North

rirtt St.

All Kinds ot Indian and Maxlean Goods. Tha Cbaapast
Plaea to buy Navajo Blankats and Maxlcan Drawn Work
Mall Ordorm Cmratully and Promptly rillad.

FRESH FISH

FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton
Cerrllloa Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sixes
Clean Gas Coke
Smithing Coal.

$ 7.50

These were formerly $10.00 and $15.00

100 three piece suits to close

COAL

$6.50
6.S0
8.50
9.00

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

f.

9.&0

6.00

WOOD'

City, EI Paso and points south, this
LUMBER MILL WOOD.
morning.
A Seina. o Las Vegas, Is the guest lwe"
'J
ox A. J. Baca for a few days.
He I Factory
will leave for El Paso the latter
part of the week.
Mrs. Thomas Hughes Is expected
to return tomorrow night from her
visit In Santa Fe, with her daughter.
Mrs. u. C. Watson.
Eugene Kempenich. of the Icln- company, returned
tosh Hardware
yesterday from an outing at thj
Jemei Hot Springs.
Rev. H. A. Cooper left yesterday
for a few wee-ks- '
rest In the Jemeg
country.
His sons and Nell and
Verne Werning went with him.
115-11- 7
Mrs. Max Schuster and daughter
are the guests of Mrs. Abe Shellen-berBot
at Atlantic
N. J. They
will return home rit.
about the first of
Soptember.
Attorney E. V. Chavez has return.
ed from Long Beach, Cal., where h
nas neen visiting with his family
family will remain there for
ine
some time longer.

W. H. HAHN & GO.

wen

g,

iMfc9 (UJE13
& FIRST
STREET

NORTH

Railroad and Ccppar Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators. Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

it.
us.

Lonse Grinding

I
I

soon arrive.

Wi: C.W St PPI.Y YOl It WANTS.
3 sheets of stick fly paper
6c
3 sheets of sticky fly paper
6c
16c
Alcocks porous piasters
5c
Absorbant cotton
75c
Toy rocking chairs 35 and
Metal wagons $1. $1.35 ind ..$2.60
Enamened ware drip coffee pots
80 and 45c
Blue enamel outside, white lined
$1.10
tea kettles
15c
Splint market baskets
35c
All metal coffee mills
$1.00
Bird cages, 8ic and
TIXM'II. PimUKLLA
3 lbs., of bird seed
25c
per
60c
lb
bone,
tary during the Imprisonment
and Cuttle
MAZE.
THE
trial ot William D. Haywood at Boise
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
and came to Puluth to conduct the
local strike. It Is alleged by people
Instrumental In getting out the warSpend a vacation at Faywood Hot
rant that he told women whose hus- Springs, 'tis first class and easy to
bands he was attempting to prevent reach.
from working in the mines, that
there would be 5.000 dead men in the
mining district before a settlement riCKXICKERS AND OTIIERSS ATTENTION.
was reached.
Call at 114 W. Central Ave., and
receive FREE a folding drinking cup
with the compliments of
DEAD GIRL'S FRIEND
C. II. CAItXES. THE It R. AVE.
OPTICIAN.
Eye Glasses and Spectacles.
ACTED PECULIARLY

None Better

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
txelutlva Optician
Sold

a very successful one. We have sold most of
our summer stock but still have a few choice
things left over, which we are willing to sell at
remarkably low prices, as our fall stock will

We always Keep up the highest
standard In quality, style and finish
In our foot wear and give values that
will appeal to you. We are, offering
better shoes for the same money than
vou can buv from others, not the
same shoes for less money, as our
shoes have distinctive features that
will make them comfortable fitters
and substantial wearers. Give them a
trial. ( May's shoe store, 314 West
Central avenue.

rv...t
VUII3UII

115

Our Green Tag Sale is over, and it has been

Specialist: Eye, Ear and Throat.
Late assistant to chair of diseases of
eye. ear and throat In Hospital College of Medicine, Louisville, Ky.
Eyes properly tested for glasses.
Booms 6 and 8. N. T, Armljo build
ing.

"When in Need of Eye Help

OUR REASON

Sffgggff

W. EVGKNE

Card signs. "Rooms ror Rent.
Richard Wetherlll and family, of "Board," etc.. for sale a the office ot
Putnam, N" .M., arrived In the city ine evening Citizen.
today, after an overland drive of ISO
miles.
Conceded the best kidney water on
Deputy U. S. Marshals Cooper and conn, ruywood Hot Springs.
Bough returned from Demlng, Silver

W. Gold

Second Street

Duluth, Minn.. July 30. A dispatch from Hiliblng to the Herald
saya that Teolil Petrlella. the strike
IrH'lor, was arrested
today on a
barge of carrying a concealed weapon.

Is In tho

36 Dozen Mens'
19

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

week.

Underwear
122 S.

4

A. H. McDermott, of Be'.en, Is In
the cily today.
Will C. Hames, of Chicago, Is In
the city today.
Charles Burley, will leave for San
Francisco this evening.
Charles Wyner, of Belen, Is In the
city today on business.
W. J. Johnson, of El Paso, Is a
visitor in the city today.
W. H. Chapman, of Bluewater, N.
M
Is in the city today.
Charley Burley, of Katon, N. M.,
spent the day in this city.
W. J. McBrlde, of Las Animas,
Colo., Is in the city today.
T. E. Kangrove, of El Paso, spent
the day with friends here.
J. K. Dehart. of .San Marclal, Is i"
the city on a business 'mission.
Claude Betson, of San Marclal, U
In the city today on business.
H. B. Hauffman, of Kettner, Is a
business visitor In the city today.
T. M. Windder, of Las Vegas, is
In the city, the guest of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. It. McMath. of,. ,E!
Paso, are visiting friends In this cily.
P. Flols, of Las Vegas, Is In tha
city attending to business matters.
Miss Caroline M. Watson, of Chicago, is in the city visiting friends.
J, SlatiMky, a local tailor, returned
yesterday from a visit to California.
Harry Brown and wife, formerly
lnu., win locate
Haute,
of Terre
here.
II. M. Westrum. of Wlnslow, Ariz.
spent the day here, the guest of
friends.
of La Junta, la in
F. M.
the city looking after some business
affairs.
Mrs. Lola Chavez, of Santa Fe, at
tended the funeral of Mrs. Armij
yesterday.
Cool breezes this afteroon relieved
what otherwise would have been a
very hot day.
Frank Sawyer, of Newton, Kan.,
arrived last night for a. visit with
friends In this city.
Charles E. Barton, of Grand Junction, Colo., Is in the city looking after business matters.
Miss Ethel Jamleson will return
from a two months' visit in California the first of August.
of 'San
Mrs. James McPheeters,
Francisco, arrived today to visit her
sister, Mlsa Hattle Elklns.
Miss Bertha Keck will leave for
the Grand Canyon today. Later Bhe
will visit in Los Angeles.
Attorney A. A. Sedlllo. returned
yesterduy from Las Cruces, where he
has been on legal business.
manager
of L.
B. Falkenrlch,
Kenipenk'h's store at Alameda, is In
on
city
today
business.
the
A. B. Stroup, county superintendent of schools, Is In Estancla conducting a teachers' institute.
Miss Mary Fink, of the Colorado
Telephone company, has returned
from her vacation trip in the east.
Brooks,
Will Springer,
Herbert
George Thomas, and Melvin Sum
mers will return from Jemez today.
Mint Elsie Bruhne. who has been
spending the past month In Southern
home this
California, is expected

RAILROAD AVE

yor

36DozenMens'

Las Vegas,

Palace

Diamond

of Miners'

Head

Extra Specials

JAIL

was submitted without argument and
the motion was promptly denied by
Judge Wood.
It was announced thnt bond for
Ch.is. II. Moyer would be ready by
noon today, it Is in the course of
preparation and will be signed by
Timothv Heagan, president of the
The
Boise.
Firt National bank byof $25,000
cash
bend Is guarantee
on ceposlt by the Butte, Montana, lo- a
or ine wenern jeaeration
oi
Miners.

Movement Placed
Under Arrest.

.

Tinners

W.R.R.Ate.

Petrlella.

IN

Boise, Idaho, July 30. Formal
wns made In the district
court tod ly to have George W. Pet- (mono Hiimtiiea lo dhu,
ine mauur

WEAPON

M, 1901.

1ST
REMAIN

(tVlfltTtlt

M. P. Kelly, of

TVT1.Y, tXV

CONCEALED

WITH

r i ttiiri

DO VOl-

CITIZEN.

STRIKE 1EADER CAUGHT PETTIBONE

PERSONAL.

9

ETENINQ

ALBUQUERQUE

FACE El G ITT.

and Repairing on Premises

Shaw's Bakery

WHITNEY COMPANY

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Phone 1056

o

Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

e

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Mine and Mill
Plumbing
Hercules Powder

and have one delivered.

&
At

M1II1IM1WYfx t H
TritTitiiecl
For the Next Ten Days
I .ess

MISS

Tlmn

to

Cowt

Out

Clowe

summer Stock.
V. I CIIAXK,
Millinery ami
Dii'ssiimklng 1'arlor, &12
North Socoml St.

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stumping Donn

to Order.
for

Muu-rlul- s

FANCY WORK
Mrs. M.

224 W.

C Wilson

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

Histi Explosives

Ouaranlaao

1

Mail Orders Solicited

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHAN6ED

Traasaoilons

1

Supplies

Gold

Assoelallon Ofloo

ROSENFIEIUV,

and

and

8 W. R. R. Ave

mouth rirt mtroot
tie, ttr,North
Jot,
rirat mtroot
40.

$13,

Albuquerque, lie

Mexico

o
o
0

